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Featured Aggregate Washing Story

Kealshore increase production
and product quality by
investing in a new Tyrone
International Washing Plant
Kealshore Ltd are a long-established family-owned company based in
Kirkby, Liverpool, who have become a well-known name in the supply
of recycled aggregates to the building and construction industry across
Merseyside and the North West of England. With the circular economy
being their prime focus, they offer a complete material supply solution
from the collection of recyclable aggregates which are processed on
their own site to delivery of quality aggregates for reuse in the
construction industry. Their services include the supply of crushed
aggregates, washed aggregates, tipper hire and grab hire lorries. 
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Kealshore began washing recyclable aggregates over 10 years
ago with a small washing plant and a water treatment plant
with a filter press. Over the years they have updated and
added to various parts of their plant but had the desire to
significantly increase their production and produce a greater
range of products with zero aggregates going to landfill.

After a detailed consultation period and a site visit to another
Tyrone International wash plant processing similar material
the decision was made to award them the project. 

Ian Pickevance from Kealshore, commented, “Tyrone took the
time to understand our existing operation and what we
wanted to achieve. Our existing wash plant was getting tired,
and we wanted to invest in the best technology available to
increase our production to 150tph with the ability to process
200tph in the future. Build quality, plant reliability and good
access for easy maintenance was very important to us. After a
site visit to another plant supplied by Tyrone, we were
impressed at how much their washing equipment has
advanced and the access for maintenance was the best we
had seen.”

Ian added, “The product quality is fantastic and now we can
produce an additional washed product which is a big bonus
for Kealshore.” 

The Tyrone International Plant:

In June 2020 Tyrone International initially supplied their new
T-Scalp 125 scalper to feed the existing wash plant. Then in
2021 Kealshore ordered the wash plant, and it was decided
that the installation would take place the last two weeks of
December to minimise the downtime of the existing
operation. The T-Scrub 1600 was fully erected and tested prior
to dispatch which ensured a quick installation on site. The
complete plant was successfully commissioned in January
2022. 

Fintan McKeever – Director of Tyrone International, took us
through the process. “The electrically driven scalper has a
heavy-duty screen box fitted with Hardox punch plate on the
top deck and heavy-duty mesh on the bottom deck to screen
off the plus 90mm material. The scalper was supplied with
machine controls that integrate into the main control panel
for the new wash plant so that everything can be operated
from this panel.

“The minus 90mm material is fed onto the main feed
conveyor which has a 1m wide heavy-duty belt. This conveyor
is also fitted with a robust accurate belt weigher and a belt
magnet. The belt width ensures the feed material has a thin
bed depth which assists the belt magnet remove the ferrous
metals. 
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“The recyclable material passes through a wash box where
water is added to turn the material into a slurry and feed it
onto a large double deck vibrating pre-screen. Both screen
decks are fitted with polyurethane modules which are easy to
change and have a long wear life compared to wire mesh.

“The 50mm to 90mm material passes onto a horizontal
conveyor and into a stocking bay. The minus 5mm sand flows
into an existing pump tank and the 5 – 50mm material is then
fed forward into a twin shaft log washer; a completely new
design by Tyrone this incorporates a lot of new design
features, including extreme ease of access for maintenance of
all parts.”

This improved access philosophy is seen throughout the plant
and also on the trash and dewatering screen.

“After passing through the log washer, material is then fed
onto a large double deck rinsing screen which removes any
remaining sand that has been carried through the log washer
and produces three clean aggregates, 10mm, 20mm and
40mm stone.

“The trash material is floated out at the lower end of the
logwasher and onto a large vibrating trash screen which
dewaters the material and allows the water, silt and any fine
sand to flow through the deck and into the pump tank. The
flow rate of the water, the height of the weirs and the speed
of the logwasher shafts can be adjusted to optimise the
removal of the trash and the cleanliness of the washed
aggregates.” 

Ensuring an effective plant on a daily basis:

The plant is fitted with a belt weigher to monitor the tonnage
fed into the plant; additionally, remote data management can
determine what time the plant started and stopped, including
how many minutes the belt runs empty, what time the
operator started to put material into the plant, which is
basically to encourage better utilisation, better throughput of
the plant. The multitrack system provides management
information to any chosen computer or internet connected
device.  

All the components of the plant have been designed using top
quality components that are available in the marketplace. The
logwasher blades are manufactured from high chromium steel
for maximum wear life. The logwasher is fitted with top
hinged doors along both sides of the hull which remain locked
during operation and can be easily opened to access the
logwasher shafts, blades, and spray nozzles. 

“Delivered in the striking company red and white this state
of-the-art plant is something rather special and marks a
significant step forward in plant design and Tyrone
International are to be applauded for this versatile and
efficient processing system, said John Edwards-Editor HUB-4”.

Ian Pickevance added “We have received top service from
Tyrone International, a truly knowledgeable team and the
back-up is superb. We are looking forward to growing our
business further with the addition of this equipment.” 
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Welcome to our second edition of 2022…

In this issue the team at Hub-4 present you with another bumper edition reporting
on the latest news from the Quarrying/Recycling & Bulk Handling Industries,
including a spotlight on Aggregate Washing & Screening.

This year the Hub-4 magazine with have extra circulation in three issues for
exhibitions –Hillhead(May), RWM(August) & bauma (October).

2022 also sees the return of our bi-ennial edition of our MADE IN IRELAND
special which will be published in the November edition.

Finally, our third edition of 2022 will focus on a review of the Hillhead
exhibition and an in depth look at Material Handlers in the Waste Industry and
our annual report on the Asphalt, Bitumen and Concrete Industries, and I welcome
any editorial contributions for these topics.

John Edwards
Editor

RECYCLING - MATERIAL HANDLERS IN THE
WASTE INDUSTRY. METAL RECYCLING IN THE UK.
ASPHALT PLANT, BITUMEN & CONCRETE PLANT - 
mobile & static plant, asphalt storage, dryers, burners, control systems, hot oil
heaters, spare parts, RAP equipment, modified bitumen, H&S, bulk storage bays,
concrete plant & equipment, concrete mixers.
BULK HANDLING - Bulk Conveying Systems, Bucket Elevators, Feeders and
Weighing Systems...

HILLHEAD 2022 SHOW PREVIEW
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Located near Ely, Cambridgeshire, Block Fen
Quarry has been the latest recipient of a new
PowerX wash plant installation.

The operation now boasts a new electric plant which has been
designed, supplied, and installed by PowerX Equipment. 

The new plant features a Terex® Finesmaster 200 compact and
a Powerscrub 200R Logwasher and is designed to operate at
250tph, with material feed being sand and gravel with some
clay; silt content is 7%-10%. From this a sharp sand, and four
clean aggregates 6/10/20/40mm are produced. All saleable
products are within the EN12620 grading envelope. 

A standard feature of PowerX plants is the ability to walk from
one end of the plant to the other without having to backtrack
on walkways, without the use of vertical ladders.

Production process:

As dug material is loaded by dump truck into a drive over
hopper which feeds the 39m long inclined main feed conveyor,
passing under a clay picker the material is then fed onto a 6.1
x 1.8m, two deck rinsing screen. Here the reject material and
sand (which is sent to the Finesmaster), are taken out with the
rest of the material fed into the twin-shaft Powerscrub 200R 

logwasher where the blades convey the material from the feed
end of the scrub to a 3.7 x 1.5m single-deck part rinsing
screen.

Any organics such as roots are floated off to be dewatered
over a 1.8m x 0.6m trash screen. Underflow from the trash
screen is received in a catch box under the screen and then
gravity fed to the sump tank under the hull. Any fines off the
back end of the logwasher are sent to the Finesmaster.

PowerX installs new Aggregate Washing
Plant at Tarmac’s Block Fen Quarry
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Scrubbed aggregate then exits the main discharge of the 200R
Logwasher via a 24m long transfer conveyor onto a 6.1m x
1.8m sizing screen which splits the required products of
6mm/10mm/20mm and 40mm aggregate which are then
stockpiled by stone conveyors. 

Finesmaster 200 Compact:

The Terex® FM 200 Compact Sand Recovery Unit at Block Fen
is an all-electric plant and combines a collection tank,

centrifugal slurry pump(s), hydro cyclone(s) and a
dewatering screen on a single chassis.

It can recover 1 grade of sand from wet feed and offers
a maximum recovery of saleable material through the

removal of silt, slimes and clays below 75µm (200
mesh).

Constructed in a robust easy to assemble steel construction, it
features galvanized walkways and handrails to provide easy
access. It provides low maintenance and simple operation with
a self-regulating cyclone tank. Pumps and cyclones have
replaceable rubber liners for extended wear life with a high
frequency dewatering screen reduces residual water content in
your final product to 10–12%

The all-electric plant is driven from a dedicated control room
through a PLC controlled panel to the client's specification.

PowerX Equipment:

PowerX Equipment is the next generation in aggregate and
mineral processing having been founded by industry
specialists with decades of experience in this market. 

Recently awarded the ISO 9001, 14001 & 45001 certificates
for the quality, environment, health & safety standards,
PowerX  Equipment are an experienced and dedicated team
with expert in-house, highly qualified engineers to maintain
your processing operation.

Working with some of the processing industries leading
OEM’s, PowerX are in the enviable position, where they can
design and supply the correct equipment for each individual
application, the best possible solution to meet your needs.

With 15 Installation and Service vehicles, supported from their
Meriden Depot and Coventry Stores facilities, PowerX have a
quick response to any site issues, giving the best possible back
up to all valued customers.

With a philosophy that embraces the understanding
that the industry is continually changing – as are our
customers’ needs – PowerX Equipment are
committed to evolving, ensuring we offer the
equipment and service you require now and in the
future.
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McCloskey Environmental, a leading provider of
smarter equipment to the recycling industry
across the globe, announced their launch in the
UK with introduction of two new mobile
shredders, the dual-shaft ES-250 and single-
shaft ESS-300; both tracked primary shredders
are capable of effectively and reliably
shredding virtually any type of material. 

These high torque, primary shredders are designed to reliably
and effectively meet the needs of plants where the incoming
materials vary greatly in size, composition and shred difficulty.
Applications include, but are not limited to, bulky industrial
waste, C&D, MSW, wood/green waste, scrap metal, as well as
landfill mining/reclaiming. The ES-250 and ESS-300 have
stated capacities of up to 100TPH and 60TPH respectively,
offering cost effective shredding with one of lowest operating
costs per tonne.

Available from McCloskey Equipment, the McCloskey
Environmental ES-250 and ESS-300 Mobile Shredders join the
existing range of McCloskey products, including crushers,
screeners, trommels and stackers, renowned globally for their
proven performance. 

McCloskey Equipment has already supplied several of these
new heavy duty shredders into various applications across the
UK, including industrial and commercial waste, stump
clearance, MSW and waste wood, offering a wealth of
experience from the waste and recycling sector to support
customer requirements.

At the heart of the machines are heavy duty, rotating fixed
knives, fixed on dual shafts that run asynchronously in both

directions in the ES-250, keeping material constantly moving,
preventing bridging and maximise shredding efficiency. As
standard, the machine is fitted with an eight knife Samurai
cutting table, producing sub-300mm grain. Also available are
10 and 12 knife options for different end particle sizes.

In the ESS-300, the single, hydraulically driven shaft processes
material above a replaceable mesh, allowing the machine to
perform to a number of different specifications of output
material, with varying piece size. With a hydraulic-operated
side opening on the chamber, meshes can be changed quickly
and efficiently. 

Powered by a Volvo PENTA Stage V diesel engine, the
machines comply with emission requirements. As standard,
both the ES-250 and ESS-300 come with a Gauss overband
magnet and wireless remote control, with options available
for hopper dust suppression, hopper mounted camera with a
wireless monitor and rubber track pads. 

Tim Watson of McCloskey Equipment, commented; “We are
proud to bring the new McCloskey Environmental range to
the UK; both the ES-250 and ESS-300 Mobile Shredders are
formidable machines, capable of shredding large volumes of
waste with low processing costs. It has been designed and
built with over 30 years’ experience of shredding technology
and everyone at McCloskey is sure this will quickly become
the recognised brand leader. We are pleased to have delivered
some of the first examples of these machines into the UK.”

For further information, visit mccloskeyequipment.co.uk, call
+44 (0)1235 832407 and email
sales@mccloskeyequipment.co.uk. Follow “McCloskey
Equipment” on Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, Twitter and
YouTube for all the latest news, service updates, new
machines and used availability. 

Introducing McCloskey Environmental and
the ES-250 & ESS-300 Mobile Shredders
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CRJ Services Ltd announces an exclusive
dealership agreement with German machine
manufacturer JENZ GmbH Maschinen- und
Fahrzeugbau, for the UK and Ireland. This
announcement comes off the back of a period of
sustained growth for CRJ Services, and further
establishes them as a market leading recycling
machinery solutions provider. The new
dealership agreement commenced on the 1st
February 2022. 

"I am sure that with CRJ we have a strong partner by our side
and I am pleased that we can guarantee our British and Irish
customers exceptional support." - Hans Heinrich Hermeier,
Managing Director at JENZ GmbH

JENZ GmbH is a leading manufacturer of mobile and static
high-speed shredders and chippers. The addition of these
machines to the CRJ Services sales portfolio will allow them
to offer a comprehensive range of machinery solutions to the
forestry, waste management, recycling, and biomass
industries.

Speaking on the announcement, CRJ Services Director, Ben
McQuaid said; “CRJ Services is looking forward to supporting
new and existing JENZ customers with machinery
requirements, including equipment sales, servicing, and parts.

The JENZ brand is renowned for its quality and has a
dedicated customer base that we will look to support and
expand over the coming years.”

The JENZ high-speed shredders and mobile chippers will
complement CRJ Services existing shredder offering alongside
the HAAS TYRON which has long been a market leading slow-
speed shredder. 

Aside from the addition of JENZ to their sales portfolio, CRJ
Services will be adding the JENZ high-speed shredder range to
their existing hire fleet of over 100 mobile machines. 

“We are very pleased to be adding the JENZ brand to our
machinery portfolio, in both our sales, hire and parts divisions.
As a company, we have a lot of experience with high-speed
shredders having run them in our hire fleet for many years,
and the expansion into the chipper market is something we
are all very excited for. - Rob Symons – Director at CRJ
Services Ltd.

CRJ Services Ltd is announced
as the exclusive dealer for
JENZ GmbH throughout the
UK and Ireland
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McLanahan has built and shipped the largest Primary
Impact Crusher it has ever manufactured – a New Holland
style impactor weighing more than 200,000 pounds. The
impactor has a 74” wide by 125” tall feed opening and can
handle up to 3,500 tons an hour of quarry shot rock. It can
reduce feed lumps as large as 71” down to 6” with minimal
fines generation.

McLanahan builds
Its largest primary
impact crusher
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Design features

McLanahan’s Primary Impact Crushers are designed with
several special features, including a high-inertia, solid-body
rotor that uses less horsepower to process material and a
large expansion chamber to provide greater secondary
breakage. Plus, at ½ horsepower per ton, McLanahan’s New
Holland style Impactor uses a fraction of the power that other
impact crushers require to do the same job, saving on
operational costs.

“Between the angle of feed introduced into the rotor, the
inertia of the rotor and the expansion chamber, this allows for
the performance that we get out of a New Holland style that
you don’t see in other types of impactors,” said Mark Krause,
Managing Director of McLanahan North America.

One advantage to this style of crusher is a
reduction in the amount of fines produced.

“Normally, the complaint people have about impactors is
producing too many fines,” Krause shared. “This style of
impactor is not going to produce that level of fines.”

Another feature of McLanahan’s New Holland style Primary
Impact Crusher is a hydraulically retractable hood for
unencumbered access to the interior. This is an advantage that
McLanahan adapted from the Andreas style Impactor, which is
a lower profile crusher.

“The original New Holland design did not have the hydraulic
opening,” Krause explained. “It was designed so that people
could crawl through side doors to get in and maintain it; they
literally climbed inside the machine. By adding the hydraulics,
it makes it a lot safer and a lot easier for people to get in and
do the inspections and maintenance.”

Engineering enormous impactors

Like any machine McLanahan designs for a customer, the
process begins with gathering as much information as
possible about the application, including material type, feed
gradation, maximum feed size, desired capacity, moisture
content and required product size, to name a few.

From there, McLanahan’s experienced engineering team uses
the application data to design a machine that will be able to
handle the feed material to meet product and capacity
expectations. Then they work closely with the production
team before and during the manufacturing process, focusing
on tasks like material handling, part setup, fixtures and
tooling.

Specifically with a machine as large as this New Holland
Primary Impact Crusher, a great deal of planning is involved
to ensure the process goes as smoothly as possible.

“The biggest challenge with designing a machine of this size
is bringing each piece together so they fit together as they
should,” explained Engineering Field Service Technician Blake
Pinckney. “Before we finished with the design stage and
moved into the drawing stage of this project, engineering sat
down with manufacturing and went through each section of
the machine to make the build move smoothly through the
shop.”

Once the Impactor was assembled, all the moving parts,
including the hydraulics and the rotor, were tested and
inspected to ensure everything operated as designed. Then,
the machine was disassembled into manageable pieces and
loaded onto trucks to be delivered to the customer. 

Why McLanahan Impact Crushers

When a customer works with McLanahan on a crushing
project, they’re getting more than just a reliable machine.
They’re getting a crusher designed and manufactured by a
knowledgeable team with years of experience in many types
of crushing applications. 

“We’re one of the few who actually understand a New
Holland design,” said Krause. “We can sit down and talk to
somebody about their needs and deliver what they need.
Having an understanding of both Andreas and New Holland
Impactors and then being able to create a hybrid machine
means we get to pick the best of both worlds. I don’t know
anyone else in the world that does that these days.”

Pinckney added, “We specialize in designing equipment to fit
the application. Sometimes the standard equipment is not
what the customer needs. Plus, we love this stuff, especially
those applications that process big feed into small product!”
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With over 50 years of industry expertise,
Warwick Ward is a one-stop-shop solution for
all your recycling equipment needs, this is
something that will go hand in hand with Terex
Recycling Systems.

Terex Recycling systems specialises in the design and build of
stationary and modular recycling systems, ultimately providing
customers with a “one stop shop” to meet their recycling
needs. The ability to customise their modular recycling
solutions, to meet the needs of the customer is what sets
them apart. With a multitude of tried and tested options
available you can be sure your demands will be met. The
product line-up from Terex Recycling Systems includes
shredders, feeders, conveyors, screeners, sorters and
separators. The versatility of their products will allow them to
cater for several applications such as construction &
demolition waste, commercial & industrial waste, wood waste
and alternative fuels to name a few.

Ashley Ward, joint MD of Warwick Ward (machinery) Ltd. said
“Our partnership with Terex Ecotec is now into its 7th year
and has proven to be a really successful and healthy
relationship and one that we are proud to be part of. The new
range of static TEREX recycling systems is an exciting addition
to the product offering from TEREX and a great addition to
Warwick Ward portfolio of products, filling an important gap.

The range very much compliments our other product offerings,
and we very much look forward to building on the good work
already done in the coming months and years ahead.”

“We are delighted to agree the dealership for TRS. Terex
Recycling Systems will further strengthen our recycling
product portfolio, allowing us to now offer both mobile and
static recycling solutions to our customer base. The TRS
modular design offers great flexibility for customers to either
add a new piece of equipment into an existing processing line
or provide the complete solution for a static waste or wood
processing plant” added Mark McGlinn, Warwick Ward,
Recycling Equipment Division Manager.

Terex Recycling Systems Product and Commercial Manager,
Kenny Hull, had this to say “From the outset it was clear to us
that Warwick Ward were an energetic company with
ambitious growth plans, which can be seen from their success
with their current range of products. They have an excellent
reputation for customer support which is a critical factor in
our selection. We have no doubt that Warwick Ward will play
a major role in establishing Terex Recycling Systems as a key
player in the UK market.”

Terex Recycling Systems welcomes
Warwick Ward as their latest
distributor in the United Kingdom
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After over 40 years of occupancy at their
Minworth site, SMT GB has moved the
Birmingham team into a larger, more modern
and strategically superior site in Brownhills,
West Midlands. 

“Thanks to the success of our support services, we had
outgrown the old site”, comments Regional Service Delivery
Manager Richard Baker. “A larger facility was needed in order
to support our growth ambitions and to deliver the best in
class service support for our customers”, continues Richard.

SMT GB celebrates the opening of a new
Customer Support Centre

At 17,227 square foot, or 1.72 acres, not only is the new
Birmingham site 48% larger than the previous Minworth site,
it also benefits from modern and well-thought-out workshop
facilities that are accessible from both sides of the building,
with improved access for delivery vehicles. This greatly
improves onsite efficiency and ergonomics, while also
increasing the workshop capacity by five times compared to
the old site. The new facility has 10 workshop bays equipped
with new tooling and equipment that incorporates the latest
technology and safe systems of work. Richard goes onto say:
“In conjunction with the increased capacity, we have recruited
additional workshop engineers and continue with developing

a team of apprentices onsite as well as at college.” 

The new site has also benefited from a vertical storage
system, maximising floor space by 85% and providing 99.9%
accuracy with increased capacity for essential parts and
tooling.

The new site’s close proximity to several major motorways,
including the M6 Toll, ensures SMT GB is able to provide
better coverage to the local and national customers that the
Birmingham facility serves. The new location also provides the
ability to support key current and future national
infrastructure projects, such as HS2. Located at the new site
are the HS2 support team, who schedule and plan service
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support through a dedicated team of
engineers. Each engineer has a fully
customised and equipped 4x4 vehicle,
enabling them to travel safely onsite.

The location move has also met with the
approval of the Birmingham Customer
Support Centre’s support staff, who benefit
from the newly fitted and modern two-storey
office facility attached to the new site. “It’s a
pleasure to come to work in such a nice
place” comments HS2 Service Co-ordinator
Mohammed Zahir, who is the latest
employee to join the team.

While the new site boasts state-of-the-art
facilities, SMT GB’s ambitious sustainability
goals ensure that there is still room for
improvement to be made. Commenting on
the work planned for the future, Richard
Baker says: “Our aim is to make the site
carbon neutral through various
improvements such as renewable energy
generated onsite, waste water recycling and
employing various energy saving devices. We
also aim to create an eco-friendly garden by
planting more pollinators in green spaces
and creating natural habitats for insects,
animals and birds.” Concluding, Richard
adds: “All of these objectives not only
contribute to a better working environment

for our team, it also supports our aim
of becoming a carbon neutral

company.”
Hanson UK has acquired Manchester-based A1 Services
as part of the company’s strategy to conserve the use of
natural resources and its commitment to the circular
economy.

A1 Services specialises in waste removal and recycling of soil, concrete
hardcore and general waste from building, construction and civil
engineering projects.

The acquisition, which includes 24 trucks and retains all 55 employees, is
the first step in Hanson’s growth in this area. It will boost the company’s
presence in the key Manchester market and broaden its portfolio of
recycled products.

“A1 Services has built an enviable reputation for providing reliable and
efficient waste recycling services, with the directors having over 50 years’
experience in the sector,” said Simon Willis, Hanson CEO.

“This acquisition will allow us to provide more recycled products into the
local market and provide a source of RAP (recycled asphalt planings) for
our asphalt business.”

A1 Services’ main areas of business are:

• Removing waste of spoil for all building, construction and civil
engineering projects.

• Landfill restoration and remediation.

• Recycling utility arising, particularly asphalt from road construction
and maintenance

• Sale of primary aggregates and construction materials.

A1 Services managing director John Walsh added: “This move secures the
long-term future of the business as it becomes part of one of the UK’s
biggest suppliers of construction materials. We are confident Hanson will
continue to invest in its success and allow it to grow.” 

Hanson UK acquires
Manchester-based
waste recycling
company 



New and used static & mobile quarry
plant, spares and on-site maintenance

LITTLE ALTON FARM, THE ALTONS, RAVENSTONE, LEICESTERSHIRE LE67 2AA UK T: +44 (0) 1530 563600
CMB International Limited 

www.cmbcrushersandscreens.com
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LONDON-head quartered, but covering the
whole of the UK and Ireland, Orba Group Ltd
specialises in the supply of machinery solutions
for recycling, construction, demolition, and
waste management as well as providing
bespoke solutions for these industries. 

The company is also the official UK/Ireland dealer for
wash-bear® machinery, manufactured by Moerschen GmbH,
which are German designed and engineered, and built to the
highest quality.

The processing involved in breaking materials down to RC
material is part of the everyday business of the construction
and material handling industry. The wash-bear® has been
designed to service businesses in these sectors through highly
efficient technology for separating lightweight materials from
building rubble. The wash-bear® works according to the proven
floating-sinking principle and reliably and cleanly separates
light materials such as wood, artificial and insulating materials
from the minerals. With the wash-bear® all mineral substances
can be cleaned, but most of all, RCL building materials.

Nearly 100% material separation 

In addition to its process efficiency, which ensures almost
100% separation of contaminants and mineral fractions, the
wash-bear® also scores well thanks to its high levels of process
effectiveness. This results from the economical handling of the
resources to be used through the robust, maintenance-free
design of the system technology. The closed system consumes
whatever water adheres to the discharged mineral, meaning
that in a 10-hour shift 4-8 m3 is used in practice, whereby the
inlet is controlled automatically by floats. This technique
avoids the build-up of chemicals in the eluate.

Low energy requirement

The water used is absorbed into the basic moisture of the RC
material. What comes out with regard to the chemical
composition, at most, is what was discarded by the rubble in
the system. The economy of the system continues with the
energy expenditure, which at 8-15kW/h during operation is
significantly lower than an air sieve with a similar
performance. Nevertheless, the drive power is enough to start
the wash-bear® in full load. Thanks to its compact dimensions,
the wash-bear® can be easily integrated into the overall
process chain even on narrow construction sites. By using the
(optional) ‘clean extension,’ the wash-bear® becomes a
powerful wet-pro-cessing system for the removal of fine
fractions, e.g., when washing track ballast.

The current generation of systems is available as wash-bear®

2.0 in three models, which are designated as the PRO range
depending on size. Their hourly through-put rates range
between 80 t/h and 190 t/h - depending on the input. All types
are designed with a mobile lift hook for easy transport.

The wash-bear® your advantages

In effect, the wash-bear® from the Orba Group Ltd is a highly
efficient mobile piece of equipment for separating lightweight

materials from building rubble with extremely low operating
and maintenance costs. There is no accruing waste water, no
sediment residues and it is flexible enough to provide bespoke
solutions for special applications, as well as being easily
integrated into existing systems, meaning that manual sorting
is no longer necessary.

For further information, please contact:
www.orbagroupltd.com

Wash-bear® from the Orba Group Ltd
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Staker Parson Materials and Construction, A
CRH Company, has been providing quality sand,
rock, ready-mix concrete, asphalt, paving,
construction and landscape products in the
western United States since 1952. With more
than 50 locations across Utah, Idaho, Oregon,
Nevada and Arizona, Staker Parson delivers
quality products for projects ranging from
roadways to playgrounds.

Challenge

At Staker Parson’s Brigham City, Utah, location, the company
processes more than 1 million tons of aggregates per year for
concrete and asphalt products. They operated a rinse plant and
single 54” screw washer to clean the rock and mason sand
byproduct used in their ready-mix plants and hot mix asphalt
plants.

But as Staker Parson started mining farther into their bank,
they noticed the material was getting dirtier and dirtier and
required more than rinsing to meet the specifications needed
to create their end products.

“We needed to start producing clean concrete sand, so we had
to wash our concrete sand and produce a clean rock as well,”
said Brooks Hess, Superintendent for Staker Parson.

Solution

Staker Parson reached out to Kimball Equipment, McLanahan’s
dealer in Utah, as well as a few other vendors to see what

options were available for washing their sand. They visited a
site operating

McLanahan equipment and submitted samples of their bank
feed to McLanahan’s applications and research laboratory in
Hollidaysburg, Pa., for testing.

McLanahan’s lab technicians performed an analysis of the
material, including a sieve test to determine the particle size
distribution of the feed, and McLanahan’s process engineering
team put together an equipment solution for the Brigham City
site.

“We ended up liking the McLanahan system and everything
they had to offer better, so that’s the route we went,” Hess
shared.

McLanahan provide an
effective solution

McLanahan UltraDRY and Fine Material Screw Washer

McLanahan Thickener
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To help clean their concrete sand, Staker Parson installed two
McLanahan 54” Fine Material Double Screw Washers, followed
by two McLanahan UltraDRY Dewatering Screens for reducing
moisture content in the final sand product.

In addition, they installed a McLanahan UltraFINES Recovery
System (UFR) to reduce pond waste, as well as a McLanahan
High-Rate Thickener to recover water from the waste stream
for reuse and to keep the excess water from filling up their
pond too fast.

Environmental stewardship is an important part of Staker
Parson’s business model, and the UFR and Thickener will help
them to improve the sustainability of the Brigham City site.

Hess said the equipment installation was “labor-intensive”
and there were some learning curves with the equipment, but
the support received from McLanahan and Kimball throughout
made everything go smoothly.

“The support has been amazing, honestly,” Hess shared.
“Kimball was here almost every day through the installation
process, and the McLanahan team also came out for a few
weeks as well. They’ve been great as far as phone calls and
anything else we needed from the support side.”

Results

Since startup, the McLanahan equipment has been performing
well, and Foreman Chad Beimer said they haven’t had any
major issues with it.

“Startup and shutdown are fairly simple,” Beimer shared. “It
takes no time at all, really.”

With their new McLanahan wash plant, Staker Parson is able
to process 1,000 tons an hour of material, a large increase
from the 400 tons an hour they were doing with their old
setup. The McLanahan Fine Material Screw Washers and
UltraDRY Dewatering Screens allow them to produce the
clean, dry material they need for their ready-mix plants, and
the UFR and Thickener allow them to recover fine material and
reusable process water from their waste stream.

“The Thickener system works really great in recycling the
water and pumping out the mud,” said Beimer. >

While the main goals of producing clean material and
reducing pond waste have been achieved, Staker Parson soon
realized another benefit of the McLanahan plant.

“With the McLanahan system, we’ll be able to utilize more
material,” Hess explained. “We went from as short as eight to
12 years to now we should be able to get at least 15-30 years
out of our reserves because we’re going to be able to utilize
all of the material with the McLanahan wash plant.”

In that time, Staker Parson can count on the McLanahan plant
to help them continue to meet their production goals.

“What I like best about the McLanahan equipment is the
reliability and the quick assistance that you receive from
them,” Beimer said. “Any questions or problems that we’ve
come across, they’re quick to give us help and assistance.”

Hess shared similar sentiments about McLanahan’s equipment
and assistance. He said, “Very quick service and overall, very
happy and very pleased with it.”

McLanahan UltraFINES Recovery System
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Terex Washing Systems have recently
commissioned a sand washing plant for
Clarence Sands. This newly established
operation is now one of the premium sand
quarries in Sydney, Australia. The sandstone
deposit located in the Blue Mountains produces
premium quality construction sand that’s
washed and classified using a state-of-the-art
Terex Washing Systems wash plant. The
bespoke design can produce up to 300 tonnes of
quality sand per hour and recycles roughly 95%
of the water used during the washing process. 

The wash plant features a H30 Feeder that receives the raw
sandstone feed material and distributes it evenly on the main
conveyor. At this point any stones or rock that are larger than
100mm are removed from the feed material due to the grid

covering the feeder. The H30 Feeder features a hydraulic
tipping grid that can be controlled from the cab so that any
material stuck on the bars can be cleared.  

The wash plant features a H30 Feeder that receives the raw
sandstone feed material and distributes it evenly on the main
conveyor. At this point any stones or rock that are larger than
100mm are removed from the feed material due to the grid
covering the feeder. The H30 Feeder features a hydraulic
tipping grid that can be controlled from the cab so that any
material stuck on the bars can be cleared.   

Tailor Made Sand Screening

With the sand distributed evenly on the main conveyor it
makes its way up to the modular 20x8 2 Deck Rinser Screen.
This screen is the first of its kind and has been designed
specifically to handle the tonnage needed for this operation. A
total of 15 spray bars give the material an initial rinse as the
vibrating screener shakes the sand and stone down through
the polyurethane decks as it is classified by size. The
polyurethane decks have a much longer ware life than that of
metal decks. Any larger aggregates can pass through the
screen onto aggregate and oversize conveyors where they are
stockpiled as products for sale. 

Any sand, silt, clay or other fine impurities that were present
within the feed material is washed to the split catchbox of the
screener where the material is gravity fed into one of two FM
200C Sand Plants. Each sand plant receives a separate split,
one Coarse Sand and on Fine Sand. The hydrocyclones use
centrifugal force to separate the sand from the silt and clay so
that it can be transferred onto the high frequency dewatering

Washing 300 tph of construction
sand with Terex Washing Systems
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screens. These dewatering screens remove the remaining water
within the sand so that only 10-15% of water is left. The sand
that is now up to spec is then transferred onto a 26-metre
radial stacking conveyor that offers a large stockpile capacity,
which really suits the needs of the customer. These conveyors
have been fitted with walkways so that servicing is made
easier.

Water Recycling

The water that, up until this point, has been used to initially
rinse the feed material, wash the sand within the FM 200C
and has been recovered from the dewatering screen is pumped
into the 17-metre rake thickener tank. The rake thickener
allows the silt and clay particles within the sludge to settle at
the bottom of the tank, while the clean water weirs over the
edge to be re-used. The integral scrapers aid transportation of
material from the outskirts of the tank to the outlet, thus
accelerating the removal of sludge from the thickener.

This process is sped up with the use of a Flocculant Dossing
Unit, which dosses the sludge on its way to the rake thickener.

The flocculant that is added to the sludge causes the waste
particles to bind together, creating a particle with a larger
mass, which then sinks to the base of the tank faster. Dossing
the sludge with flocculant dramatically increased the speed at
which the clean water can be recycled back into the wash
plant.

A wash plant can’t do its job without water, which can be a
difficult resource to manage in Australia. Terex Washing
Systems advised the customer of the need for a robust water
management system that would be both environmentally
friendly and save on running costs. Neil Rooney, Engineering
Manager for Terex Washing Systems, explains that, “over the
last number of years we at Terex Washing Systems have
developed our water management product range to the point
that we’re confident we can meet the needs of any
application”. He continues, “The Clarence Sands wash plant is
a good example of how an efficient water management
system can take an operation to the next level. Settling ponds
are eliminated and the wash plant can run continuously
without the need to stop and dig those ponds out”.
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PAS 115 sets out case for recovering growing
media from sweepings and gully waste…

Manchester-based UBU Environmental has outlined its plans
to achieve 100% landfill diversion from its incoming road
sweepings and inert gully waste with the support of CDE
technology.

It recently sponsored PAS 115, a BSI specification which seeks
to utilise non-hazardous material recovered from its business
operations as a suitable substrate for the future use in soils or
soil amendments.

Growing media is a rich material other than soil that can be
used to support the healthy growth of trees, shrubs and other
plants.

In 2016, UBU partnered with CDE to commission a turnkey
recycling plant to process up to 50,000 tonnes of road
sweeper and gully waste annually.

With a capacity of 250 tonnes per day, the plant can recycle
roadsweeper waste to recover a variety of sand and aggregate
products with significant commercial value.

The CDE plant is enabling UBU to recover up to 50 tonnes per
day of washed aggregates of various sizes and up to 125
tonnes per day of washed sand which are being supplied to
the local construction industry as a high-quality alternative to
virgin quarried sand and aggregate.

CDE technology is currently supporting UBU to divert 85% of
its customers’ road sweepings and gully waste from landfill
and the business is now targeting total utilisation of incoming 

As well as in-spec sand and aggregates, the CDE plant
produces an additional dried filter cake product.

Part of a new and innovative recycling initiative designed to
enhance sustainability in the north west, UBU is advocating
for the use of the filter cake from its treatment process as a
suitable alternative to virgin soil in the growing media sector.

Boasting the same essential properties as soil, including
nutrition, irrigation and an optimum environment for the
physical stability of roots, organic material recovered from
UBU’s plant has the potential to be repurposed and returned
to the ecosystem to support future biodiversity and plant life.

Rebecca Murphy – Peers, Group Manager at UBU, says its
sponsorship of PAS 115 demonstrates the company’s ambition
to identify new and novel ways to create a more sustainable
future.

“For our business, this is a perfect circular economy solution in
action. What we’re proposing is recovering growing media and

Clean Sweep: UBU Environmental targets 100%
landfill diversion with CDE plant
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soil amendments from our street sweepings
and inert gully waste for use in areas such as
urban tree planting. This material is often
swept from these very environments in the
first place.

The dried filter cake has all the characteristics
required for use as a growing media to reduce
the decline of natural soils through erosion
and contamination and support efforts to
increase biodiversity and green spaces in
urban settings.”

Rebecca adds that taking action to address
environmental impacts can also have a
positive effect on the bottom line of a
business.

“What UBU provides is an attractive solution
for the disposal of road sweepings and inert
gully waste. Not only are we able to process
this material in an environmentally responsible
manner, demonstrating best practice and
recovering valuable materials during the
process, but we’re also providing an
alternative to costly landfill disposal and
passing on major cost savings to our
customers.”

Fergal Campbell, Business Development
Manager at CDE, says its partnership with UBU
and the development of PAS 115 has the
potential to contribute in a major way to the
advancement of the circular economy.

“UBU’s drive and ambition to accelerate the
rate of change within the industry in pursuit of
a more sustainable future is evident in its
sponsorship of PAS 115. We are very proud to
partner with a business that shares our
passion for finding solutions to the
environmental challenges that face us all. 

“Its pioneering solution for
recovering and utilising growing
media from road sweepings and gully
waste is a significant endorsement of
the efficiency and engineering
excellence of CDE technology. It
demonstrates what is possible with
the right technology and the
motivation to adapt to more
sustainable ways of working.”

CDE to commission first-of-
its-kind contaminated soils
wash plant in Canada
Plant to be commissioned in fall 2022 for Calgary
Aggregate Recycling Inc.

Locally-owned concrete, asphalt and aggregate recycling firm Calgary
Aggregate Recycling Inc. (CAR) has announced a major investment in the
development of a new C&D waste recycling plant as it reaffirms its
commitment to building a sustainable future, underpinned by state-of-the-art
technology.

Designed and engineered by wet processing industry experts CDE, the plant
will be utilized for the processing of construction and demolition waste as
well as contaminated soils, one of Alberta’s most abundant waste streams.

Set to be commissioned at CAR’s existing recycling facility in south east
Calgary, the contaminated soils wash plant will be the first of its kind in
Canada and only the third in North America – the other two are also
designed and engineered by CDE and commissioned in the state of New York
in 2020, with the second Maryland in 2022. 

When operational in the fall of 2022, CAR’s soil refuse facility will have the
capacity to recycle up to 600,000 tons of excavated material annually,
diverting significant volumes of high-value construction materials from
landfill and channelling them back into the construction industry as premium
recycled sand and aggregate products.

Commenting on the project, CDE’s Business Development Manager for
Canada, Adrian Convery, says:“We are privileged to work alongside Calgary
Aggregate Recycling Inc. to deliver the first C&D waste recycling system of
its kind in Canada. The resulting solution will represent all that we strive for
in pursuit of a circular economy, facilitating the diversion of vast tonnages of
material from landfill, transforming them into high-grade recycled sand and
aggregates for the construction industry, while simultaneously restoring land
for future use and driving down CO2 emissions.”

Enabled by CDE processing technology, CAR’s soil refuse solution will divert
over 510,000 tons of soil from landfill and reduce carbon emissions in
Alberta by an estimated 22,567 tons annually.

Calgary Aggregate Recycling Inc. president, Travis Powell, says: “At Calgary
Aggregate, our mission is to reduce the cost of construction – socially,
environmentally and economically. 

“With the support from ERA (Emissions Reduction Alberta) and the
Government of Alberta, we are pleased to construct Canada’s first C&D
waste recycling plant to disrupt the out-of-date practices in the construction
industry with economical and viable solutions to position Alberta as a leader
in sustainable and responsible construction.”

To learn more about the plant, see CalgaryAggregate.com. 

For more information about CDE and its wet processing solutions, see
CDEGroup.com.
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Fox Aggregates invest in a new
AggReclaim System and a FinesReclaim
system supplied by Molson Washing

Lincolnshire based Fox Aggregates are
suppliers of recycled aggregates throughout
Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire.
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They supply several diverse products including recycled tarmac
planings, topsoil, sand, gravels crushed concrete and type 1. In
addition, the company also offer muck away, site clearance,
crushing, screening and disposal.

Currently the company are processing material from there
waste transfer station at Kirton Lindsey Quarry.

With a solution needed to process and produce saleable
products from the waste stream an introduction by Molson
Washing to the new AggReclaim system left them with no
hesitation to invest in this innovative system which has
increased and supplemented the production of sand and
gravel for Fox Aggregates.

John Dunne - MD of Molson Washing, takes up the story,
“Traditionally wash plants pump sand to cyclones which
require significant amounts of water to pump sand to keep it
moving through the pipes.

“The AggReclaim System we have brought to the market
hasn’t got a separate ‘stand-alone’ sand system because it is
incorporated within the specially designed and patented
screen box. Where we are moving material, we are putting in
an ‘all-in’ feed ranging from -50 to 0, with anything that floats
being scraped out backwards at the rear of the machine.
Everything else then moves forward in water; with the water,
sand, and silt moved forward mechanically by the 8-metre-
long scrubber with the very heavy-duty paddles producing an
aggressive attrition.

“With all the material hitting the top screen, the -50/+4mm
stone is cleaned and taken off and graded into a 3-way split of
40/20/10mm. What goes through the screen is the water and
all the sand and silt onto the bottom deck which is configured
as an uphill dewatering screen. This is fitted with a 0.3mm
mesh which allows 90% of the sand to be captured on the
screen with the water flowing backwards. However, the
underflow from that screen still contains 300/150/75µm
therefore this is all pumped back onto the top of the bed of
sand, or into a small cyclone cluster, resulting in a concrete
specification sand and clean stone with the silt going onward
clarification through the FinesReclaim unit.”

Significant water savings:

Designed to operate at up to 70tph, the AggReclaim system
uses approximately 1 cm metre of water per ton of input
material against a standard wash plant moving 3.5 cu metre
of water per ton of input material simply because it is required
to move sand along pipes in contrast to the mechanical
operation and the use of gravity of the Agg Reclaim system.

John, continued, “We have also designed a super fines cluster
of cyclones that we can fit for clients doing remediation work
who desire a cut down to 30/40µm. It occupies a small
footprint, and it is easy to install, taking around 2 days and
should not require specific planning as it is classed as a
flotation unit. It is a remarkably simple method of producing
saleable in-specification sand and washed aggregate. The
entire system relies on the finite settings and a specific of
resonance within the screen box together with other special
settings throughout the system.”

Increased processing ability:

Although the AggReclaim is processing waste material for Fox
Aggregates it will also produce the same results whether it is
scalpings, crushed dust, soil washing or anything that has sand
and gravel in it, or stone and fines. Currently the end products
are a sand and 20/40mm clean aggregate

FinesReclaim System:

Molson Washing have also supplied a FinesReclaim system
which works alongside theAggReclaim. This machine removes
all the effluent after the stone and the sand have been taken
out. 

This is a simple silt system at the end of the processing system
which acts as a thickener with the addition of flocculant and
with the aid of a vibrating bucket which brings water to the
surface.

It a quite simple but effective machine with a screw moving all
the sludge slowly to the bucket wheel which processes 12-
13t/hr of silt. 

Clarified water exits the back of the FinesReclaim into two
settlement tanks in case of any overflow then the clarified
water is pumped back to the main tank where it is pumped
around the main system again.

John explained, “There are two bays to receive the dewatered
silt the first bay is filled which takes up to 1.1/2 days, when
the first bay becomes full, the feed is switched which then
deposits the dewatered sludge into the next bay. The first bay
is then emptied to stockpile which will eventually be used for
restoration of the site and then the process repeats.

“The water that comes through the filter bed material is
recovered back into the system. It is a quite simple method of
recovering silt without going to the expense of a centrifuge or
a press.” 

Developed in house at Molson Washing this is an ideal
solution for the Fox Aggregates operation which allows total
recovery of materials with 95% of water reused. 

It is also a very versatile machine that can also be used as a
high capacity sand recovery unit on a marine wharf or land
based quarry, or for recovering usable fines from a lagoon
dredging operation at circa 150t/hr.
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Viridor has chosen the very latest in sensor-
based sorting technology from TOMRA
Recycling for two of its polymer recycling
plants. 15 TOMRA AUTOSORT® units and six
AUTOSORT® FLAKE units have been installed
at Viridor’s flagship polymer recycling and
reprocessing plant, part of Viridor’s £317m
Avonmouth Resource Recovery Centre near
Bristol. Meanwhile, a new AUTOSORT® FLAKE
unit has been installed at Viridor’s
Skelmersdale polymer recycling and
reprocessing facility in Lancashire, boosting
throughput and elevating the purity of PET
flakes.

Viridor’s Avonmouth Resource Recovery Centre comprises a
co-located energy recovery facility (ERF) and a polymer
recycling and reprocessing plant which has an infeed capacity
of 80,000tpa. The Avonmouth plant, which officially opens on
3rd March 2022, will be the UK’s largest multi-polymer
facility. 

When designing the Avonmouth plant, Viridor approached
TOMRA directly for an end-to-end solution, having previously
successfully used TOMRA’s technology in its other MRFs.   

The infeed material at Avonmouth comprises UK-sourced post-
consumer packaging. Following a standard mechanical pre-
sorting process, the infeed material is split across three
dedicated sorting lines, one for PET (polyethylene
terephthalate), one for HDPE (high density polyethylene) and
one for PP (polypropylene). 

15 TOMRA AUTOSORT® units pre-sort the material then six
AUTOSORT® FLAKE units are used for flake sorting. The
AUTOSORT® features sophisticated infrared sorting technology
which combines near infrared (NIR) and visual spectrometers
(VIS). This combination quickly and accurately identifies and
separates different materials according to their material type
and colour, extracting high-purity high-value end fractions

that command higher market prices. Once the material has
been pre-sorted by the AUTOSORT® units, six AUTOSORT®

FLAKE units sort the material to the highest purity levels
required by Viridor for onward sale as food-grade material. At
Viridor Avonmouth, the four targeted end fractions are clear
PET, natural HDPE, jazz HDPE and polypropylene (PP).

In total, Viridor Avonmouth will put 60,000 tonnes of recycled
polymer from bottles, pots, tubs and trays back in the
economy annually as a viable and quality alternative to virgin
polymer, including 18,000 tonnes of food-grade PET.

With TOMRA’s equipment in place, Viridor is achieving a
constant purity level of >99% across all target fractions,
resulting in Viridor securing new end customers in UK and
Europe, including companies whose quality requirements for
food-grade PET are particularly high. 

Miguel Rosa, Viridor’s Technical Manager for Polymers,
comments: “When designing our new Avonmouth PRF we
wanted a technology provider that could supply us with best-
in-class equipment that optimises the plant’s performance and
futureproofs our business. Based on our previous experience
of TOMRA’s equipment and technology, we were entirely
confident that TOMRA was the right technology partner for
the plant. Now we’re not only able to meet current demand
for food-grade plastics, but, thanks to the flexibility of the
technology, we’re also able to adapt as new requirements for
food-grade polymers are introduced.” 

Viridor has also chosen to invest in a new AUTOSORT® FLAKE
unit at its 10,000tpa Skelmersdale polymer recycling and
reprocessing facility. The investment in the new flake sorting
unit comes in response to rising market demand for higher
quality PET as Miguel Rosa explains: “The new flake sorter is
a fantastic addition which enhances our sorting capability at
our Skelmersdale facility and increases the quality of our PET
material to the standards required by our customers.”  

TOMRA Recycling
boosts polymer purity
at Viridor’s Avonmouth
and Skelmersdale
plants
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Green waste is typically recycled to produce a range of
compost products. The process starts with the collected waste
being shredded to produce material that contains fine / mid-
size and stick type particles. This material can then be laid out
in large lines called Windrows or arranged in stacked piles
and left to decompose. The decomposition is an aerobic
process which requires the material to be regularly turned
over and allow airflow into the piles. This ensures all the
available material turns to compost. Then towards the end of
the process the material is screened to collect the saleable
compost material and re-circulate the rejected material back
through the entire process. There are a range of compost
products made from recycled green waste such as top
dressing, soil conditioner, mulches and growing media which
offer enhanced fertility and improved soil quality. They are

used nationwide by local authorities, commercial & private
landscapers, and gardeners.

Neutron worked closely with Coastal to assess their
requirements and objectives. Then they proceeded to supply
the Eggersmann GmbH Terra Select T60 wheeled mobile
Trommel screen. The T60 is second largest Trommel screen
available from Eggersmann with a 2.2m diameter x 5.5m long
screening drum and up 200m3 screening capacity. 

Straight away the T60 greatly increased Coastal’s screening
capacity whilst maintaining product quality and reducing fuel
consumption. As such the decision was quickly made by the
management team at Coastal to purchase the T60 and
continue with parts and support from Neutron.

Neutron Equipment supply an
Eggersmann Terra Select T60 Wheeled
Trommel Screen to Coastal Organics
Coastal Organics, part of the Coastal Group, are one of the largest Green Waste recyclers and
Compost producers in the Southwest of England.

Coastal produce over 35 - 50,000 Tonnes of compost a year and recently engaged Neutron
Equipment to help increase their mobile screening capacity for compost production from shredded
green waste.
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Eggersmann Terra Select T60: 

High throughput performance and many innovative design
solutions are the striking features of the Terra Select T 60,
while its high-performance motor runs fuel and energy-
efficiently. The engine has sufficient power reserves to operate
additional optional equipment such as star screening decks or
windsifters. The pivoting infeed unit makes the daily
manoeuvring of the machine easy for the personnel. 

The Terra Select T 60 trommel screening machine is equipped
with a powerful industrial diesel motor (75 kW power). The
trommel, with a length of 5,500 mm and a diameter of 2,200
mm, provides impressive screening performance of up to
200m³/h. The positive fitting drive for the infeed conveyor belt
stops and starts automatically depending on the amount of
material in the drum, preventing an overloaded screening
drum. Special features are an optional extra-long fine grain
belt 8,060mm, a 33m² screening area, and a powerful 75 kW
diesel motor.

Neil Collings, Site Operations Manager takes up the story, “We
had been operating an Eggersmann T55 which is an excellent
workhouse and although we researched the market it made
sense to go with the same brand as we have total confidence
based on the 10 years of experience we have had from that
machine.

“The new machine is processing around 100 tonnes/day
producing compost. Currently, the market is very busy, and we
cannot produce enough compost fast enough, and it is
obvious that as we expand, we will have to invest in new
machines. The new machine has been a great choice which
has been backed up by Neutron who are helping us fine tune
to optimise the maximum specification of the end product.
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With the waste and
recycling sector
reporting one of the
highest workplace
injury and work-
related ill-health rates
of all UK industries,
taking a proactive
approach to safety
makes sense. Every
year workers sustain

life changing injuries often leading to long term
ill health and work absence. 

Latest Health and Safety Executive (HSE) data shows there
has been a reduction in fatal workplace accidents in the
sector – three in 2020/2021, down from an average of eight
across the previous five years[1]. Most accidents are avoidable
so it is important that measures are taken now to continue
this downward trend. Falls from height, contact with
machinery and being struck by a moving vehicle or object
remain the greatest threats of workplace fatal accidents in the
UK with pedestrians working in and around moving vehicles
most vulnerable. Industrial vehicles and manual handling
equipment (MHE) are commonly used in the waste sector, but
a recent HSE safety notice raised concerns around their safe
operation. The notice highlighted the dangers associated with
wheeled shovel loaders following nine fatal shovel loader
accidents over four years, six of which within waste and
recycling[2]. The investigation identified poor visibility as a key
contributing factor and the HSE once again reiterated its
guidance for ‘rigorous segregation between pedestrians and
vehicles.’ 

It is well known that total segregation is one of the best ways
to reduce workplace accidents, but this isn’t always possible
where space is limited or layout restrictive. Where segregation
is difficult to achieve, it is important to put other anti-collision
measures in place to keep vehicles and people apart. Highly
visual signage with consistent messaging is vital in high-risk
areas and the use of bollards, barriers, alarms, gateways and
crossings all help to create separation but don’t fully
eliminate the risk of collision. Safety technology makes it
possible to bridge this gap. By incorporating technology that
alerts people and vehicle operators to potential dangers well
in advance of a collision, it is possible to establish segregation
even in the most complex workspace. 

Creating an invisible detection zone around hazards and
incorporating interactive wearable safety technology that
provides users with visual, audible, and physical alerts when
the detection zone is breached, raises awareness and helps to
prevent safety incidents. This technology is not only highly
effective in preventing accidents in real time but provides
crucial event data that can be used to identify high risk
activities and behaviours. By understanding how and why
incidents occur, it becomes possible to take a more proactive
approach to safety.  Data analysis from every safety breach is
vital in highlighting key risk factors and helps to support more
focused safety processes and training in the future.  

On average 4,000 workers sustain non-fatal injuries at work
each year in the UK waste and recycling sector. Incorrect use
of vehicles and machinery and insufficient safety procedures
are common contributing factors. It is important all incidents
be used as a learning opportunity to identify risk and enhance
safety procedures to prevent future accidents. Waiting for
accidents to happen before taking action is not an option -
investment in preventative safety is crucial.

Next level preventative safety
David Thomas - General Manager, Zonesafe
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COMPOST 2022 held this year in Austin, Texas
was the venue for the launch of EDGE’s latest
new product offering. The New EDGE FTS
Radial Organic feeder stacker is a unique
concept from EDGE Innovate. It has been
specifically designed for the processing of low
density, organic materials such as mulch,
compost, and soils. 

In what EDGE has described as “A game changer that will set
new standards in the turning, blending and stockpiling of
organic material”.  Used to optimise the conditions of
biological decomposition, the FTS Radial feeder stacker is
designed to allow compost windrows to release excess heat,
aerate and untangle. The high speed, high torque turning
drum enclosed within the specially designed hopper ensures
high throughput and the complete mixing of the feed
material. The unique hopper design from EDGE ensures 100%
of feed stock sees the turner – a process the company says is
not possible with traditional windrow turners. 

By combining the two methods of flipping, rotating and
constant conveyor flow; the EDGE FTS Radial prevents
unwanted material friction and compaction. Material is
untangled via the forward/reverse high-speed turning drum
which allows the feed material to breath whilst allowing the
material to remain cool, thus, reducing the risk of combustion
and anaerobic or “sour” mulch occurring.

An irrigation system fitted as standard on the FTS Radial
allows operators to add moisture or nutrients to the feed
stock whilst processing.

With an average throughput of 500m³/hr (653yds³/hr) the
EDGE FTS Radial allows operators to increase their ability to
turn material in comparison to what is currently on the market
whilst also providing greater flexibility. When utilising an FTS
Radial, operators are no longer tied down to operating on
expensive concrete hardstands or limited to creating
windrows of a certain width, height and size. 

MATERIAL FEED

With a maximum feed in height of 3.1m (10’3”) and a hopper
capacity of up to 12.7m (16.9 yds³), the EDGE FTS Radial can
accept loads from 2 sides of the hopper directly via wheel
loaders, excavators or high-speed grinders.  A 1.4m (55”)
wide, high-speed feed conveyor and regulating turner housed
within the hopper assembly allows for the smooth flow of the
feed material.  

Powered via a 134HP (100kw) Caterpillar C3.6 Tier 4 Final /
STAGE V engine, the FTS Radial offers extremely low engine
and noise emissions with an extremely low average fuel
consumption. 

MATERIAL DISCHARGE

Fitted with a remote operated 180° radial discharge conveyor
as standard, the EDGE FTS Radial organic stacker can create
stockpile capacities of up to 952m³ (1246yds³). Added
versatility is provided by the FTS Radial’s ability of continuous
stockpiling whilst tracking, giving operators the ability to
create linear or radial windrows leading to increased stockpile
holding capacity over a much smaller footprint.

A wireless remote with an operating distance of up to 100m
(328’) gives the operator complete control over the feeder,
tracking as well as adjusting the radial conveyor discharge
height and slewing angle. 

With high production, greater operational flexibility and what
operators have described as
game changing; the new
EDGE FTS RADIAL is set to
open new possibilities in the
processing of organic waste.

“Game Changing” Organic Feed
Stacker revealed by Edge Innovate at
Compost 22
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STADLER and ZenRobotics have built the
pioneering new sorting plant with Remeo Oy, a
Finnish company specializing in environmental
management. STADLER designed the Materials
Recovery Facility (MRF) in collaboration with
Remeo and built it, while ZenRobotics supplied
AI-based robotics waste sorting technologies.
The facility, located in the Greater Helsinki
Region in Finland, stands out not only for the
state-of-the-art Artificial Intelligence (AI)
technology, cutting-edge processes, and high
level of automation, but also for integrating
Commercial & Industrial (C&I) and Construction
& Demolition (C&D) waste lines in the same
plant – an industry first. The facility was
completed ahead of schedule, despite the

difficulties created by the Covid-19 pandemic –
an achievement that is testament to the
successful collaboration between Remeo,
STADLER and ZenRobotics.

The new Remeo MRF was inaugurated on 14 February 2022
with a ribbon-cutting ceremony hosted by Remeo’s CEO Johan
Mild and Business Director Mauri Lielahti. The Finnish Minister
of Economic Affairs, Mika Lintillä cut the ribbon, declaring the
facility officially open, and highlighted the significant leap
forward that the innovative facility constitutes for the Finnish
circular economy. A lights and music show symbolized the
new era of circular economy in Finland and the innovations in
this field. The event was livestreamed due to Covid-19
restrictions. The online audience also viewed footage of the
facility’s construction and a virtual tour of the premises.

STADLER and ZenRobotics build
the most advanced Materials
Recovery Facility in the European
Union with Remeo
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A unique design challenge: two plants in one,
high automation 

The new Remeo MRF presented unique and complex design
challenges for being the first of its kind, combining a C&D
plant capable of processing 30 t/h and a C&I plant with 15 t/h
capacity, and its high level of automation. Resolving them
required the best ingenuity and innovative thinking from
Remeo, STADLER and ZenRobotics, as well as an exceptionally
close collaboration among the partners.

“The combination of our experience with the C&D line,
STADLER’s solid familiarity with the C&I line and ZenRobotics’
impressive knowledge of robotics made this an excellent co-
operation with the best results,” Mauri Lielahti, Business
Director, Processing at Remeo. “We appreciated STADLER’s
capability to be innovative, their willingness to seek new
solutions and that they were ready to listen to the customer’s
needs. We have been working closely with ZenRobotics since
2014 and have a continuous development cooperation. Thanks
to the knowledge we acquired on our older recycling facility,
we knew what we should and should not do. It has been easy
to work with them.” 

The result of this collaboration is a design that “combines
ballistic separators, screening drums, 3D drums, optical
sorters, air separators, sorting robots, magnets, eddy-currents
as well as the ZenRobotics robots, making it the most
advanced waste sorting facility in the European Union,” says
Nikolaus Hofmann, Sales Engineer at STADLER.      

Juha Mieskonen, Head of Sales at ZenRobotics, adds: “The
Remeo facility is equipped with 12 robot arms that pick
objects from bulky C&D waste that weigh up to 30 kilograms
and together perform up to 24,000 picks per hour. In other
words, the robots do all the heavy lifting that’s neither safe
nor feasible for humans. They sort multiple fractions on the
spot, including different qualities of wood, metals, stone and
plastic. The robots can be trained to recognize new fractions if
needed, thanks to various sensors and artificial intelligence.

The facility integrates two different processing lines and
features two consecutive robot systems on each line. It’s the
largest fully roboticized MRF of its kind, which brought new
operations and safety aspects to take into consideration in the
design.”

“The most innovative aspects of the design can be described
with the ‘Form from Function’ principle,” explains Nikolaus
Hofmann. “The function of the lines was the driver in every
design decision. For example, C&D waste tends to clog,
especially at 90-degree transitions of the conveyors, so we
eliminated them in the design as much as possible. To
accommodate this, we designed a narrow and long building
rather than a square structure.”

This approach to design extended to looking at the best
solutions for maintenance, “in order to ensure a reliable and
safe sorting facility for the future,” says Nikolaus Hofmann.
“The layout is designed for easy maintenance, with almost
every motor being accessible from walkways and maintenance
platforms. The layout groups similar equipment together
where possible and allows future possibility of extension. The
dedusting system with multiple suction points across the
whole plant and two large filter units installed outside the
building further adds to the plant’s cleanliness.”

This “Form from Function” approach has proved effective in
translating the customer’s demands into a design that fully
meets their expectations: “The quality, usability and
maintainability are excellent. We appreciate the
appropriateness of the purpose of solutions and that the user
perspective is taken into account,” comments Mauri Lielahti.

Close collaboration key to a successful outcome
and completion ahead of schedule

The successful outcome of such a unique and complex project
lies on the remarkable reciprocal trust and close collaboration
between Remeo, STADLER and ZenRobotics – from the design
phase right through to completion of the build and
installation. 

Nikolaus Hofmann explains: “The design phase of the project
requires a lot of communication and iteration steps to find the
best suitable solution. The close work between Remeo and
STADLER was fantastic in defining all the specific
requirements for the sorting process and the arrangement of
the sorting equipment. The communication, information flow
with ZenRobotics was also excellent, and enabled us to
develop problem-free solutions.”

Mauri Lielahti  adds: “It is no secret that the pandemic has
been a challenge to us all and it has added its own challenges
to our project as well. We had to do the whole planning phase
in online meetings. The process has required rigorous
communication, but it has worked well. STADLER’s sales team
has been involved all the time and we think it is one of the
cornerstones for this project being such a success. We felt that
there weren’t any gaps between sales and manufacturing
teams, and in our experience, this guarantees a successful
project.”

The construction process was complicated by the pandemic,
beginning from getting the assembly team on site, as Nikolaus
Hofmann explains: “they were required to quarantine after
arriving in Finland and work in bubbles, but they did a great
job!”  Logistics were also affected, so that “the coordination
of all external suppliers and delivery of all aggregates to the
site was a challenge. Some oversized transports were delayed
because of problems on the ferry. We had to improvise a lot
and focus all our efforts to keep to the schedule.”
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In spite of these difficulties, the project was completed three
and a half months ahead of schedule. “This was a great
achievement, particularly in the time of the pandemic,” says
Juha Mieskonen. “The assembly and installation phase of the
facility ran very smoothly: day-to-day operations were well-
organized throughout the process. Communication between
all three parties worked very well and contributed greatly to
the successful completion of the facility.”      

An important project on a European scale with a
huge impact for Finnish waste management

Remeo’s MRF project is unique in Europe as it uses the latest
technology and, thanks to its operation, material recovery will
play a much greater role than energy recovery for the first
time. The annual processing capacity of the facility is a
120,000 tonnes of construction waste and 60,000 tonnes of
energy waste produced in commerce and industry. This waste
is recycled into high-quality alternatives to virgin materials,
giving the waste a new life and reducing the need for
incineration.

Remeo MRF will cover more than 30 percent of all waste
recycling needs in the Helsinki region in Finland. In doing so,
this facility also removes the need to export the waste from
Finland as the capacity to recycle waste domestically
increases. Remeo’s facility offers effective recycling close to
the place of origin of the waste, cutting transport emissions
because of the short distances. Due to efficient recycling
capabilities, Remeo is also helping its customers to meet the
minimum 70 % recycling rate required by law.

The future of circular economy

Modern recycling infrastructure is crucial to enabling a speedy
transition to a circular economy. The recycling industry is
increasingly looking at advanced technologies to help deal
with the constantly rising waste sorting requirements while
increasing the top-line. Remeo’s MRF is a prime example of
forerunner companies coming together to create effective and
innovative solutions that pave the way for the future of waste
management.   
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Many civil amenity sites face challenges when it
comes to safely and effectively compacting waste
materials in containers. With the public being
present on these sites and the varying types of
waste materials from wood to cardboard and metal
to green waste - compaction and decontamination
pose a daily problem. 

Sites generally have limited space and they have a one size fits
all machine that is expected to complete all tasks including
decontamination, compaction, movement of containers and
housekeeping roles including transfer and sweeping of materials.
At busy times, site operatives have the pressure of maintaining
available containers whilst supporting members of the public to
dispose of their waste materials correctly. 

Setting the Standard 

The primary concern is always the safety of all, followed by the
effectiveness and efficiency of the operation. In our experience,
more and more companies in the waste recycling industry are
tackling the industries safety reputation head on and increasingly
looking at ways to improve. An example of this is the drive to
improve the training standards of their industry, with many waste
recycling companies collaborating and working with EU Skills to
develop high level training standards that are relevant to the
operational duties completed by machinery on their site. 

The Challenges of Evolution 

We have seen classic mobile plant equipment evolve in the 30
plus years that we have been delivering training and the
challenge is always ensuring that those responsible for operating
- these now diverse items of plant with their many associated
attachments – are trained to do so correctly to a standard that is
fit for purpose and covers the relevant learning and testing
outcomes. 

Rather than using one machine beyond its remit for a range of
operations on site increasing the chance of an accident
happening, this is where we see the Wastemaster succeed. It
allows for many operations to be carried out due to the large
number of attachments used. E.g. front end bucket to transfer
material in bulk, hooklift to lift rolling containers, compactor and
jaw bucker to compact and open to grab material and re-place
and sweepers to sweep the floor. 

The newly launched EU Skills training standard for the JCB
Wastemaster ensures that employers can access courses from
accredited training providers like ourselves to train operatives in
the correct methods for using this item of plant in its full
capacity and waste compaction takes centre stage in the course
content.

Through consultation with one of the UK’s leading waste
recycling employers and JCB, we have developed a course that is
specifically designed for those who operate the JCB 5CX
Wastemaster – accredited by EU Skills this course will ensure
that upon successful completion operators will be able to: 

• Prepare equipment ready for use 

• Correctly mount, dismount and operate the equipment
correctly and safely 

• Use all features of the equipment correctly including the
stabiliser legs and backhoe arm

• Understand the importance of segregating materials 

• Load a container and move the container using a hook
attachment 

• Identify and select the appropriate attachments for the
equipment and its operation 

• Demonstrate the correct shutdown procedures 

Our in-depth training allows our instructors to delve into
thorough detail on how to effectively use the machinery to its
full potential, with elements tailored specifically for customer
sites. 

To find out more about the EU Skills accreditation for the waste
recycling industry and the equipment operator training courses
we offer – please speak to one of our team on 01246 386900. 

Bespoke courses – if you have a training challenge onsite and
need support or believe there is a need for a specific training
standard, we are happy to help.

New Wastemaster Training
Standards to Drive Safety and
Efficient Operations Onsite  
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Are your bearings tough enough?
By Alan Stewart, Brammer Buck & Hickman Bearing Product Manager – SKF Products

Bearings keep
machinery
moving.
Wherever
there is a
machine or
vehicle that
has rotating
parts, you will
find bearing
units.  Across
all industries,
bearings are
one of the
most often
replaced
components,
but in
construction

and aggregates all the more so due to the
exceptionally harsh operating conditions.  Here,
bearings face multiple challenges, from ingress
of dirt and dust, through to very heavy loads and
frequently working in extreme temperatures.  

As with any component, you want your bearings to provide
long, trouble free performance. To maximise lifetime
expectancy, the bearing must be correctly installed, lubricated
and maintained.  However, regular lubrication and
maintenance is problematic when it comes to construction and
aggregates sites as these are often remote, downtime for
maintenance is very expensive, and safety is a running concern
with such heavy equipment at hand.

Selecting the correct bearing is therefore essential to ensure
reliable, long life.  Here we look at the top three challenges
faced in this sector and suitable bearing options to meet those
challenges.

Operating Conditions

Construction and aggregates sites are notoriously wet and
dusty and are often impacted by extreme temperatures.
Furthermore, the machinery and vehicles in operation are
heavy duty, placing substantial loads on to the bearing units.

In this environment, open bearings quickly become damaged
from ingress of dirt.  Using proper sealing solutions such as
sealed bearings and shaft seals is therefore essential.  Sealed
bearing units are initially lubricated and then sealed,
preventing dirt for entering and mixing with the lubricant.
Specialist sealing solutions have been developed for this
sector, including SKF’s Three-Barrier Solution which consists of
a sealed spherical roller bearing, bearing housing with
labyrinth S seals and a specially formulated lubricant to act as
a contamination barrier.

These three barriers protect the bearing from contaminants,
leading to extended bearing service life on average three times
longer than standard open bearings.  It is particularly well
suited to conveyor systems.  

To function in applications where heavy loads are the norm,
you want a bearing that is both hard and tough.  In the past,

hardened steel did not have all of the necessary properties to
make it suitable for use, but new heat treatment processes
have been developed to remedy this. Also, consider both axial
and radial loads when choosing your bearings. Double row
tapered roller bearings are a good option they accommodate
combined loads and can locate a shaft axially in both
directions with a precise axial clearance or preload.  

Remote Locations

Remote Locations, especially when it comes to aggregates, are
common in this sector, making next day part delivery doubtful.  

Businesses therefore need to ensure maximum bearing life to
minimise costly downtime. This means using product that is fit
for purpose: a bearing that has been designed to cope with
the strain of this specific environment and its heavy loads.  This
applies to the bearing itself, plus sleeves, housings, seals and
transmission products.  SKF’s Slewing bearings, for example,
have been designed with a high carrying capacity and high
resistance to overturning moments in excavators, bucket wheel
excavators and stocker / reclaimers.  There are countless more
examples of bearings that have been specifically designed for
this demanding sector, but the point here is not to compromise
on the choice of bearing based purely on price as this is a false
economy, leading to early bearing failure.  Of course, the
bearings must also be correctly mounted using the right tools
and maintained.

When you are miles from anywhere, relubrication can also
present a number of challenges.  You need to have the
appropriate lubrication on site at all times and people who can
reapply it
regularly and
correctly.
Ineffective
lubrication
represents
over half of
all bearing
failures.
That’s why
we
recommend
having a
lubrication
strategy in
place.

As part of that strategy, it may
seem obvious, but check that you have the right
lubrication for each application.  One lubricant will not work
for all!  If in doubt, refer back to the machine manufacturer to
identify the correct lubricant.  Keep lubricants clearly labelled
so mistakes are avoided.  Ensure your staff are trained in
lubrication application and therefore apply the right amount of
lubricant when it is needed.  Alternatively, consider the use of
single point or multi-point automatic lubrication systems which
will safely apply the correct amount of lubricant, regardless of
where the site is located.  

A further option is to simply avoid relubrication issues
altogether by opting for sealed bearing units.  
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Health & Safety

Health & safety concerns are key in the construction and
aggregates industries.  Working with heavy equipment in often
remote, dangerous locations makes injuries more likely to be
potentially life changing or threatening.

The main cause of casualties in the construction and
aggregates industries occurs during maintenance and repairs,
with maintenance on conveyors being one of the major
culprits.  Every time a piece of equipment fails, safety is
compromised.  Using optimised bearings, sleeves, housings and
seals can improve machine reliability and ease of assembly
and disassembly.  SKF ConCentra Roller Bearing Units
(ideal for conveyors), for example, come “shaft-
ready”, i.e., they simply slide onto the shaft and are
locked into place by tightening the screws. It’s fast –
requiring far less time and skill to install than a split
pillow block housing assembly - and helps provide
proper alignment while reducing the risk of assembly-
related mounting errors. 

Lubricant is essential to keep moving parts in optimal
condition, but lubricant is a hazard in itself.  If dripped on to
the floor during application, or fallen from the machine if too
much has been applied, lubricant becomes a slip hazard.
Lubricants can also be an accelerant, so a potential fire hazard.
Use of an automatic lubrication system decreases quantity of
lubricant, which reduces probability of leakages and also
reduces the need for workers to go to hazardous locations for
relubrication.  Ensure suitable seals are used to reduce
maintenance requirements and leakages.  If possible, opt for
sealed bearing units to remove the need for relubrication and
potential spills altogether.

Sustainability

Extracting something out of the ground and processing it on
an industrial scale is an energy intensive business.  At a time
when the world is looking to limit its energy usage and impact
on the climate, pressure is mounting on the construction and
aggregates industries to

reduce overall
environmental impact.

Poor bearings
performance can
directly affect
energy usage.
Although the
amount of energy
per bearing is

relatively small,
when you consider

how many bearings
are used in machinery on
a given site, it starts to
mount up.  Choosing
the right product makes
for a more energy

efficient approach.  Look for those
that have lower operating temperatures and vibration levels.  

Ensuring product is correctly fitted also has a part to play.
Misalignment can lead to friction and vibration which can
significantly increase energy consumption, plus the risk of
premature failures.  Shaft and belt alignment tools are readily
available that allow customers to increase their machine
reliability through easy to use and accurate alignment.  Other

options include selecting products that don’t
require realignment, such as SKF Cooper
Split Spherical Roller Bearings that
do not require the drive
coupling or the cantilevered
drive to be dismounted to
replace the bearing; these
bearing types are easily and
safely replaced in situ.

Bearings may
not be the most

expensive part of
your onsite machinery, yet they

are in widespread use.  Apply the 3Rs: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.  

Reduce the number of replacement bearings you use by using
good quality bearings that have been designed to both do the
job at hand and operate in the appropriate environment.  This
will ensure product longevity.  Reduce the amount of
lubrication you use through employing automated lubrication
systems or sealed bearings.

When it comes to Reuse, some manufacturers offer a
remanufacture service which can significantly prolong bearing
service life, as well as reduce cost and lead times.  Bearing
remanufacturing can significantly
reduce carbon emissions,
consuming around 10% of the
energy of making
a new one. 

Recycle
bearings at
end of life.
Not every
part of a
bearing can
be recycled
and not every
manufacturer can
do this.  Check to
see if your
supplier offers
this service.

Brammer Buck
& Hickman, a Rubix
group company, is Europe’s leading
authorised bearings distributor, selling over
100 million bearings annually from the largest,
most comprehensive bearings range and stock.  

uk.rubix.com/supplier/skf/constructionandaggregates
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GRANITA Lomy assembles a fleet of
11 Doosan machines
The Doosan equipment is used in the company’s quarries -

GRANITA Lomy s.r.o. is one of the most
important players in the quarrying and sale of
crushed stone in the Pardubice region of the
Czech Republic. The company owns and
operates six quarries, supplying granite, diorite,
granodiorite and rohozec stone. Quarrying of
stone like this can only be carried out using
heavy machinery and GRANITA Lomy has
chosen the Doosan range for these applications,
with a fleet of 11 Doosan machines used across
the quarries.   

The key reasons for choosing the Doosan machines were their
performance, economy of operation, reliability and, last but not
least, the quality service back-up. All of the machines were
supplied and are supported by GARNEA a.s., the Authorised
Dealer for the Doosan range in the Czech Republic, and service
is provided by ZTH s.r.o., GARNEA’s contractual partner from
Dobrá Voda near Hořice. 

GRANITA Lomy decided to buy the first Doosan machines in
2019, when the company bought a large Doosan DL550-5
wheel loader and a DX380LC-5 crawler excavator. The
excavator serves as a hydraulic hammer carrier and its task is
to prepare large pieces of stone for loading using the Doosan
wheel loader. Both machines work in the
company’s quarry in Chvaletice.
The first loader has worked for
over 4000 hours and, based

on this performance, GRANITA Lomy decided to purchase more
Doosan machines. Today, GRANITA Lomy has a total of 11
Doosan machines at its disposal and these machines are
among the most popular in their class.

The Chvaletice quarry relies on efficiency and
economy

The Chvaletice quarry is the company's largest operation of its
type. It is located between Kolín and Pardubice and has good
transport links via Class I and II access roads. This is one of the
reasons why stone was quarried here for large projects such as
the D35 and D11 motorways. The main type of stone in the
Chvaletice quarry is medium-grained biotite granite. Quarrying
is carried out by blasting the rock followed by subsequent
processing of the stone, which is where the five Doosan
machines in the quarry take over.

Last year, GRANITA Lomy added another DX380LC-5 excavator
and a larger Doosan DX490LC-5 50 tonne excavator for the
Chvaletice quarry. Large wheel loaders work in tandem with
the excavators, including the DL550-5, which is the second
largest model in the Doosan range, with an operating weight
of over 30 tonne and a maximum bucket volume of more than
5 m3. Supporting the DL550-5 is a Doosan DL420CVT-5, a very
economical model, offering significant fuel savings.

"It's a pleasure to work with our latest addition, the larger
DX490LC-5 excavator. With a 3 m3 bucket, it's a real boost and
has made quarrying a much more efficient operation. The
power of the excavator and its reliability have been amply
demonstrated,” says Tomáš Dunda, the Plant Manager at the
Chvaletice quarry.
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Using the DL420CVT-5 reduces fuel
costs by up to a quarter

The DL420CVT-5 was purchased for the
Chvaletice quarry at the end of 2019 and it
has worked for more than 3000 hours. It is
equipped with a Continuously Variable
Transmission (CVT). 

A CVT transmission is the result of a
permanent combination of a hydraulic
technology and a mechanical technology
which provides a smooth and continuous
speed variation. The CVT design combines the
benefits of a hydraulic mechanical
transmission and a hydrostatic transmission in
the same machine. It allows the DL420CVT-5
to automatically transition from hydrostatic
power at low speed to the mechanical system
to operate at higher speeds. 

The complete driving range, forwards and in
reverse, is controlled by the CVT system. Low
engine speeds ensure a high efficiency and the
highest driving comfort irrespective of the
traction speed. The power splitting
continuously variable technology facilitates
moving off softly and hydraulically.
Furthermore, with the CVT, a fuel saving of up
to 25% can be achieved.

"Efficient servicing for all the machines is
provided by GARNEA, as part of an

extended warranty of 5
years/10,000 hours on all the
machines. We are glad that we
chose Doosan machines,
because we can fully rely on
them," concludes Tomáš
Dunda.

Quarry water monitoring
system goes from strength
to strength

Following a successful launch to the quarrying industry
just over 18 months ago, the rapid growth and relentless
demand for EnviroHub looks set to continue in 2022 as the
water control monitoring system is made available to the
UK construction industry.

With sites now required to provide proof of safe water disposal and water
quality checks routinely being carried out by the Environment Agency and
SEPA, a robust monitoring system such as EnviroHub plays a vital role.

In addition to monitoring and reporting water quality onsite, EnviroHub can
inform the site if the water is unsafe to be disposed of and can
automatically intervene.

Furthermore, the relevant system ensures that any water the site is to
dispose of is treated and is free from pollutants.

Disposing of water that contains pollutants can result in heavy fines and
can damage a company’s reputation.

The arrival of EnviroHub in the construction market is thanks to an
agreement between brand owners Atlantic Pumps and RVT Group.

RVT provide specialist hire equipment to help monitor and manage dust,
fumes, noise, water and climate control on site and the company will be
carrying the full range of EnviroHub equipment.

“The addition of EnviroHub to our offering is a natural fit” said RVT Director
Tim Dupont. “It further supports our company vision to achieve a world
where the impact of site work on life, health and the environment is
effectively zero”.

RVT’s experience of working with the construction industry combined with
their exceptional expertise and outstanding service makes them the perfect
partner to help take the brand to the next level, firmly establish its place in
the industry and most importantly, help sites meet their environmental
obligations.

Talking about the partnership, Atlantic Pumps Managing Director Andy
Smith said, “We are delighted to be working so closely with RVT – they are
undoubtedly the market leaders in specialist environmental equipment hire
within the UK construction sector”.
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Creating Future-Proof
Battery Systems

Cost effective, modular and scalable 
battery solutions for e-mobility applications.

email: Tom.miller@webasto.com 
tel: 07875 021770

www.webasto.co.uk

In-House
Prototyping

& Testing

Thermal
Management
for Optimal
Performance

Highest
Quality

& Safety
Standards

Integrated
Plug-n-Play

Battery
Solution

Together we can build a greener more  
sustainable future.
 
Our interchangeable modular battery systems, using 
the Webasto Thermal Management System, will  
ensure your machinery works harder for longer.
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Safe confined space entry for
chutes, silos and hoppers
An estimated 7% of the U.S. fatalities recorded by
MSHA between 1995 and 2011 occurred in a
confined space.  To reduce that number,
conveyor operators are wise to understand
exactly how a confined space is defined, and to
consider what they can do to prevent serious
injuries.  

Many factors can cause bulk materials to adhere to the sides
of chutes, silos and hoppers -- including humidity, moisture
content, size/texture of the raw material or increased
production volume -- resulting in lost capacity or clogging.
Ongoing accumulation reduces flow and eventually stops
production in order to address the issue, causing expensive
downtime and requiring extra labor to clear the obstruction.

“Clearing extensive buildup often involves confined space
entry, but the consequences of untrained staff entering a
chute, silo or hopper can be disastrous, including physical
injury, burial and asphyxiation,” said Product Engineer Daniel
Marshall.  “Without proper testing, ventilation and safety
measures, entering vessels containing combustible dust could
even result in a deadly explosion.”

What is Confined Space Entry? 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
defines “confined space” as an area not designed for
continuous employee occupancy and large enough for an
employee to enter and perform assigned work, but with
limited or restricted means for entry or exit.[1] “Permit-
required confined space” means a confined space that has one
or more of the following characteristics: 

(1) The vessel contains or has the potential of containing a
hazardous atmosphere such as exposure to explosive dust,
flammable gas, vapor, or mist in excess of 10 percent of its
lower flammable limit (LFL).  Atmospheric oxygen
concentration below 19.5 percent or above 23.5 percent;

(2) There is the potential for material to engulf, entrap or
asphyxiate an entrant by inwardly converging walls or by a
door which slopes downward and tapers to a smaller cross-
section; or 

(3) Contains any other recognized serious safety or health
hazards.

Entering a Confined Space

Working in confined spaces typically requires: 

• Special personnel training 

• Safety harness and rigging

• Extensive preparation

• Added personnel for a ‘buddy system’

“Systems designed to minimize permit-required confined
spaces can provide a significant return on investment, and the
best time to reduce the amount of confined-space entry for
component maintenance and replacement is during the
specification and design stages of a project,” Marshall
continued.  Many manufacturers offer systems and products
that can reduce the need for confined space entry.  Examples
would include:

• Modular chute designs with abrasion-resistant liners.

• Chutes that hinge open and lay down for liner replacement.

• Skirtboards with external liners. 

• Belt cleaners that can be serviced without confined space
entry.

• Flow aids such as air cannons and vibrators to reduce
buildup.

• Modular air cleaners for specific locations rather than
centralized dust collection.

Global Regulations, Standards and Best
Practices

Rules regarding confined space entry vary greatly depending
on the country, even down to the state, province or prefecture
level.  As always, regional and local codes should be identified
and followed, but general rules can be drawn from regulations
established in major industrial markets such as Australia / New
Zealand, Canada and the United States.[2]  Commonalities
between governmental regulations provide employers with a
measured approach to safety.  These procedures include:

The rear chute wall in this image is bolted onto side flanges, allowing safer access.
[© Martin 2022]

Proper air cannon placement in chutes and silos can reduce ongoing buildup.
[© Martin 2022]



Prior to Starting the Job 

• Review the permit and the job-specific work procedures.

• Gather and inspect all necessary PPE.

• Test and/or calibrate any safety gear, test instrumentation
or communication tools.

• If a current Job Safety Analysis (JSA) or safety check list
does not exist, perform a risk assessment.

• Hold a pre-job meeting making sure all workers are aware
of the hazards and safe work practices.

• Conduct proper tests for toxins, vapor, dust levels, oxygen
levels and material-specific hazards.

• Perform as much cleaning and maintenance as possible
outside of the vessel.

• Post completed confined space entry permit outside of the
vessel.

• Isolate contaminants and moving parts to prevent the
accidental introduction of materials.

• Proper lock-out/tag-out/block-out/test-out procedures must
be completed and documented prior to entry. 

During Procedure

• Perform maintenance/cleaning using non-toxic substances
such as water and avoid using heat/fire in the confined
space.  Never use oxygen to purge a confined space, as this
can create a fire and explosion hazard.

• Provide ventilation if possible. 

• Select personal protective/safety equipment such as safety
helmet, gloves, hearing protectors, safety harness and
lifeline and breathing apparatus.

• Assign a trained observer to monitor the procedure and
internal conditions, and provide escape assistance if
needed.

• Practice fast evacuation of the confined space. 

Closing Thoughts: Covering Your Access 

“Over time, well-designed access improves safety and saves
money,” Marshall added.  “Safe access that is carefully located
and adequately sized will increase dependability and also

reduce the downtime and associated labor required for
maintenance.”  He advises that companies consider equipment
designs which minimize the need for confined space entry,
including improved access doors, vibrators, air cannons or silo
cleaning services.  “Conveyor systems that are properly
outfitted with appropriate cleaning and material discharge
equipment create a safer workplace, while experiencing longer
life and less downtime,” he concluded.  
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NEVER do this: confined space entry by untrained 
personnel is a formula for serious injury.
[© Martin 2022]

An estimated 7% of
the U.S. fatalities
recorded by MSHA 
between 1995 and
2011 occurred in a
confined space. 
[© Martin 2022]

© 2022 Martin Engineering Company.  All rights reserved.  Martin
Engineering products are protected by U.S. and foreign patents and
patents pending.  Additional intellectual property information is provided
at www.martin-eng.com/trademarks. 
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The N2 Position Indicator remotely monitors the position 

of the belt cleaner blade, allowing estimation of blade life, 

notification of when re-tensioning or replacement is 

required, and warnings in the event of abnormal condi-

tions such as temperature changes, or low battery life.

Knows when 
blade change 
is required

Warns when
battery life
is ending

Measures
temperature
changes

Alerts when
abnormal conditions

are present

Tracks position
of the blade at

the belt

Senses when
to re-tension
the blade

N2®

Position
Indicator

N2® Position Indicator 
for Remote Monitoring of Belt Cleaners

Remote monitoring enables 

condition-based, predictive main-

tenance and support. Which means you 

only need to physically inspect a piece of equipment or 

plan scheduled downtime when the data tells you that 

a service is needed or the end of life is approaching.

Up to 200 N2 Position Indicators can wirelessly 

transmit information to a single N2 Gateway, which 

then sends the data to cloud storage. Retrieval of the 

details for remote monitoring is accessible via our 

proprietary Smart Device Manager application.

Without shutting down the belt, remote monitoring lets 

you assess real-time conditions – ensuring safety, 

efficiency and cost effectiveness – making best use of 

time and resources and ultimately maximizing uptime 

and profitability.

For factory-direct service, training and sales call 1-309-852-2384 or to access our education and professional development options visit martin-eng.com and click Learning Center.
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Rokbak’s RA30
hauler – economy
and performance
in a perfect
package 

The RA30 articulated hauler from Rokbak is an ideal choice on
quarries, construction sites and infrastructure developments.
The 28 tonne (30.9 ton) workhorse offers a heaped capacity of
17.5 m3 (22.9 yd3) and is powered by a Scania DC9 engine,
which develops gross power of 276 kW (370 hp) and a
maximum torque of 1880 Nm (1387 lbf ft). The RA30’s fuel-
efficient engine range is globally emissions compliant and
meets the requirements of North American legislation with T4F.
For the European market, Rokbak offers the RA30 with the
latest EU Stage V emissions-compliant engine, boasting up to
7% improvement in fuel efficiency compared to older EU Stage
IV engines. 

The hauler’s EP320 transmission comes with eight forward
gears as well as four reverse gears and features a top speed of
up to 55 km/h (34 mph), high overall gear ratio spread, equal
ratio steps between gears and optimised gear shifting with
partial load shifts. All of this means that the RA30 offers lower
fuel consumption with smoother gear shifting and thereby
higher levels of operator comfort as well as faster cycle times
and reduced carbon emissions. Overall, the entire drivetrain
helps the hauler deliver class-leading rim pull for superior
performance and productivity. It also ensures the machine
offers excellent navigation and fast haul cycles. The RA30’s
long life transmission fluid increases the length of time
between oil maintenance intervals to 4,000 hours. This helps
customers achieve increased productivity and uptime, as well
as lower cost per tonne.

In addition, the machine has magnetic suction filters, which
reduce the risk of contaminants entering the hydraulic system.

This helps to maximise uptime through cleaner hydraulic oil,
longer periods between maintenance and prolonged hydraulic
component lifecycles. In fact, the RA30 can go 4,000 hours
between hydraulic fluid maintenance periods, which reduces
the need for disposable maintenance materials over the
hauler’s lifetime. 

Safe and easy operation, plus maximum comfort

The RA30 is equipped with true independent front suspension
as standard, further enhancing operator comfort and enabling
excellent traction control and maximum productivity, even in
challenging conditions. The RA30 also has fully enclosed, oil-

Simple to operate and
easy to maintain, the
RA30 delivers low total
cost of ownership, a
fuel-efficient
performance and high
productivity. 
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cooled, multi-disc brakes on all six wheels. These are supported
by both the engine brake and the transmission retarder, giving
the operator superb control and high levels of safety and
stability while providing a low cost of operation. 

Helping to ensure high levels of operator comfort and
productivity, the RA30 has a spacious, ergonomically designed
cab with pressurised properties, which ensures operators are
comfortable when behind the wheel. Acoustic insulation helps
to minimise noise levels inside the cab while a high
performance and easily adjusted heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) system ensures a stable temperature.

Other features that help to deliver a comfortable work
environment include a tilt/telescopic steering wheel, an
adaptive air suspension operator’s seat with adjustable
armrests, anti-vibration mounts for the engine and cab, and
cushioned stops on the steering cylinders.

For safe, easy servicing, the RA30 has ground-level test points,
a fully tilting cab and an electronically raised hood that
provides safe and easy access to the drivetrain components. A
full suite of on-dash diagnostic and machine health check data
maximises uptime by reducing intervention time. This includes
prognostics for the transmission whereby the operator can
immediately check the health of the component, including fluid
level, fluid life, filter life, clutch life and more. Again, this
reduces intervention time, boosting uptime for owners. 

Maximised uptime with Haul Track

The RA30’s engine is linked to Rokbak’s Haul Track telematics
system, which allows customers to have complete visibility and
control of the hauler. They can access machine GPS location
and tracking together with a range of downloadable daily
performance reports such as machine hours worked, engine
speed, idle time and system fault code alerts. This helps
customers to plan maintenance more efficiently and maximise
uptime. Measuring productivity also reduces the risk of
machinery misuse, prolonging component lifecycles. 

RA30 specifications

     Maximum payload                                28 tonne (30.9 ton)
     Heaped capacity                                   17.5 m3 (22.9 yd3)
     Gross power                                         276 kW (370 hp)

RA30 specifications
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Weir Minerals’ range of Trio® cone
crushers cater to every application
Written by Dr. Ekkhart Matthies - Global Applications Director and Global Product Manager, Crushers

The first cone crushers were invented at the beginning of the 19th century and,
thanks to their durable and simple design, they quickly became the preferred
choice as a secondary or tertiary position machine. The basic principle of these
early live-shaft cone crushers was to have the head and main shaft as a single
component. In the TC Series live-shaft machines, the countershaft takes the motor
power and turns the eccentric to produce the crushing action. However,
because of these machines’ component geometry, there is a limit to
increases in stroke and speed. These limitations drove the
development of the TP Series fixed-shaft machines. 

With its moveable head and stationary pedestal, the fixed-shaft style machine was
widely celebrated as a faster running cone crusher. While this style cone
doesn’t necessarily guarantee operators more production, it does ensure
more hits – on the head and the bowl, as well as interparticle crushing –
per pass. These extra hits usually result in an overall better particle shape.

As a result, many manufacturers decided to stop producing their live-shaft
crusher, despite the fact that it excels in various applications and creates
less fine material. Weir Minerals decided otherwise; no two operations are
the same and, therefore, it has continued to manufacture both its Trio® TP
fixed-shaft and TC live-shaft range of cone crushers. There is, in other
words, a cone crusher for every application. In an application like pebble
crushing, which requires an extremely high level of force in order to crush
what’s essentially the hardest rock, the Trio® TC machine is really the only
viable option.

However, in most applications, determining whether the Trio® TC or Trio®
TP machine is the preferred option is best determined through a
consultation process with Weir Minerals’ team of comminution experts.
Ultimately, the application will dictate which machine is the best
choice as each crusher has its place in the flow sheet; however, it is
one consideration among many. And, whereas competitors don’t
have the flexibility to offer customers both live-shaft and fixed-
shaft options, Weir Minerals does, allowing it to provide a
more tailored solution.

The Trio® TC Series design – with its aforementioned
stroke and speed limitations – has been engineered for
maximum output without compromising reliability.
The Trio® TP Series – with its fixed main shaft –
allows the head to move independent of the shaft,
which, in turn, allows a faster input speed,
higher pivot point and increased stroke. These
features allow additional power input, which
equates to an increase in production
compared with similarly sized live-shaft
machines.  



The Trio® TC84XR cone crusher

The Trio® TC machine excels in applications where the end goal is size reduction or
the system has a potential for low or intermittent feed rates. It is also a direct
replacement for legacy machines, so installation into an existing site is quick and
easy. 

As with any high performance machine, the Trio® TP range of crushers requires a
bit more care with regard to the infeed in order to get the benefits of its

design. The Trio® TP machine will give the customer maximum product
on a single pass with great particle shape due to the crushers’ ability
to crush at the liner face, as well as between particles themselves.
Furthermore, the compact design of the Trio® TP Series is
beneficial in reducing feed height and weight in mobile or semi-
mobile applications.              

The Trio® TP900 cone crusher

Feed material to all cones should be screened for optimal performance,
but the Trio® TP crushers perform at their best with a screened and well
graded feed material. Fines percentage in the feed should be kept to less
than 10% passing the CSS for proper operation; any exceptions should be

discussed with your local Weir comminution expert.
Maintaining the proper chamber density will reduce the
potential for bowl float or overload. In some applications,
this may equate to a lower overall reduction ratio
compared to the Trio® TC Series, which can accept a
higher level of fines material; some limits still apply,
nonetheless. Typically, the reduction ratio (F80/P80)
should be about 4:1 in the Trio® TP Series, whereas
the Trio® TC Series can be as high as 6:1. 

Driven by the need for upgrades and an increase in
service requirements, some competitors have started
upgrading the coiled spring tramp release system with

a hydraulic one. These upgrades can be achieved
more effectively by replacing the whole

machine. A new installation brings all the
benefits of an unused machine without

the performance and reliability challenges of
a machine that’s been operating for decades.

Contact a Weir Minerals’ comminution specialist
today to find out which Trio® cone crusher is

the best fit for your operation.

Find out more about our new Trio® TC84XR cone crusher here.
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Source: https://www.global.weir/newsroom/news-articles/weir-
minerals-range-of-trio-cone-crushers-cater-to-every-application/



Carved by a lifetime of hard work, Rokbak articulated haulers are built to perform. 
Day after day. Decade after decade. From the heat of the desert to the cold of 
the arctic, you can rely on Rokbak.

Contact your local dealer for more information. rokbak.com
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With the rise in many European cities insisting
that Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM)
must not produce harmful emissions, the need
for electrified vehicles is growing.  Webasto,
better known for producing heating and cooling
systems, has developed a standardised,
modular battery pack for all types of
commercial EVs.  

The renowned 35 kW, 400 V pack in the Webasto CV
Standard Battery System has been designed to be used in
series or modular format to support 800 V requirements. The
driving force behind the design of the modular system was to
create the power needed to meet the higher voltage demands
of NRMM whilst minimising any downtime. 

A key consideration when electrifying
machinery is the ability to

keep the machinery working
consistently and in all
temperatures.  The modular
battery packs developed by

Webasto are interchangeable
therefore can be swapped over

with fully charged packs when required
and on site.  Charging of the boxes can be

done off site, meaning there is no need to
remove the entire machine from site.

However, the main benefit of a Webasto CV Battery System is
the Thermal Management System and Vehicle Interface Box
(VIB).  The primary VIB controls secondary BMS units in each
battery module, therefore balancing the current flow from
each one. As well as enabling communication between
individual hardware components and corresponding software,
the VIB also serves as the interface between the batteries and
the vehicle, combining the functions of a power distributor,
BMS and fuse box in a single enclosure. 

In addition, the modules use aluminium cooling plates on the
bottom of each of two layers of packs inside the modules.
This avoids having to use liquid cooling within the pack so
there is no risk of coolant leaking.

With Webasto you are guaranteed a battery system that will
ensure your machinery works harder for longer.

Powered by Webasto

Leading robotics and automation company, RMGroup, has
supplied one of their industry leading bulk bagging
systems, a BB-400, to building materials supplier, Tippers.
As an existing customer, the new equipment supplements
Tippers’ existing BB-400 bulk bagging and form fill & seal
vertical packaging system, and comes as a result of
increases in demand for virgin and decorative aggregates
across Tippers’ branches throughout the Midlands region.

The BB-400 is the fastest bulk bagger from RMGroup. The
system is capable of filling 3 bulk bags per minute and able
to refill to weighment in just 17 seconds. A large 20 tonne
heavy duty hopper feeds onto a large in-feed belt conveyor,
which then feeds the BB-400. The FIBC filling machine itself
is controlled by an integrated weighing system that fills the
hopper to a pre-set weighment, making bulk automation
very precise at high-speed and volume. Built to a high
standard, the systems are guaranteed to withstand 20
years of service even with the most abrasive raw materials.

Commenting on the BB-400, Tippers’ Bill Tipper, said: “The
installation process was flawless from delivery to
installation and the engineers were very knowledgeable
and helpful. The BB-400 bulk bagger fully meets our
expectations and performance requirements. With our
expert aggregates yard staff, we are able to produce bulk
bags inline with set daily quotas. This allows us to increase
our output, meaning we can meet and service customer
demand, as well as introduce new bulk bagged aggregate
products to the group.

“Tippers have a very strong working relationship with
RMGroup. The team is just one phone call away and are
always helpful with any issues we may have. Where an
issue can’t be resolved on a call, RMGroup has a very fast
call out response to ensure our machines are up and
running quickly. As our business continues to grow and the
need for increased production arises, RMGroup would be
the first choice for additional equipment.”

Ed Pugh, RMGroup’s sales director, added: “The ongoing
popularity of the BB-400 amongst aggregate suppliers
shows that its robust construction means it is well suited
to handle the large loading shovels that operate in the
quarries and bagging plants. We are delighted that Tippers
value our relationship and we look forward to providing
them with our bagging expertise again in the future.”

RMGroup’s BB-400
bulk bagging system
helps Tippers meet
aggregate demand
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Guy Nicholls, the entrepreneur behind the
hugely successful Tru7 Group and brands such
as Tippers R Us, TRU Plant and Trucks ‘R’ Us
canvassed opinions on suitable equipment
suppliers when he began laying the foundations
for his latest business division. The name that
kept coming back was 'Liebherr'. 

The Ipswich-based organisation, which runs more than 2,000
machines and vehicles, has interests ranging from plant hire to
waste management. Its latest venture is a move into the ready
mixed concrete sector under the Tru Mix brand and Liebherr-
Great Britain has been playing a major role as Nicholls
assembles the best possible package of equipment.

Discussions began in 2020, initially on batching plants and
focusing on a combination of maximum storage and flexibility
that would sit comfortably in the site layout. The choice was a
Mobilmix 2.5F with five 50-tonne aggregate compartments
and three 100-tonne cement silos. Trumix opted for a third
cement silo over the standard two to provide additional
storage, to counter any supply issues, and for extra versatility
should different cement types be required. The plant has
impressed to such an extent that a second has already been
ordered.

Mobilmix plants are quickly installed because the main
components are designed for easy transportation and erection.
Tru 7’s equipment was delivered, installed on its concrete slab
and commissioned in just a couple of weeks thanks to the pre-
wired design and integrated control batch cabin. The 2.5F
model has a class-leading output of up to 115m3 per hour via
a 2.5m3 twin-shaft mixer. 

The main body of the plant and skip track have been fully clad
and insulated to improve frost resistance and reduce noise. The
stylish green finish was specified by Nicholls to comply with
planning requirements and applied at the Liebherr factory.

Another optional extra on the Tru 7 plant is the ‘Collects
Chute’ which allows the batcher to automatically position an
additional, funnel-like chute under the mixer discharge cone
for customers collecting their orders on flat bed vehicles. It
eliminates any concrete splash during loading.

Meanwhile, the Tru Mix team was reporting reliability
problems with its truck mixers and opened negotiations with
Liebherr as it sought replacements. An initial deal for two
vehicles has since been followed by an order for a further 38
units for delivery this year. Nicholls has opted for the 9m3 HTM
905 models that provide extra carrying capacity compared
with the previous 8m3 drums.

A Tru story
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‘Like the batching plants, the mixer trucks are also superb,’
said Nicholls, who has been especially impressed with the
optional Litronic-EMC drum controller which controls the diesel
engine speed when loading and unloading. The constant speed
drive prevents unnecessary drum rotations during the journey,
resulting in reduced fuel consumption and wear.

‘The built in ‘return to site’ drum wash is an excellent feature
and has significantly reduced cleaning times once the trucks
have returned to the yard,’ he adds.

‘We chose to go into ready mix as it fits in with our
aggregates, muckaway, recycling, plant hire and demolition
businesses. We chose Liebherr after asking people who really
know the business and its sales team were super
knowledgeable and professional. They helped us plan the plant
to fit our first site and it was done in a very professional and
safe manner.’

‘We work very well with the Liebherr team and I see this as a
very long-term relationship. Our
second Mobilmix 2.5 plant will
be installed this year will give
us three locations, all with
Liebherr plants. Our intention
is to add to these moving
forward.’
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With VEGAPULS 6X, VEGA “re-thinks” radar.
The result: A new radar level sensor that can
measure in virtually every conceivable bulk-
solids application. The time when users had to
choose their level instrument from a multitude
of options are history.

Traditionally, the search for a suitable bulk solids level sensor
begins by thinking about questions like: what solution would
be best for my application? How can I ensure I choose the
correct and most reliable device for a successful outcome for
my project? Of course non-contact radar offers great answers
for these questions.

The customer already knows their own applications, the
details of product properties and process they want measured
or controlled; temperature ranges involved, standards needed
to be met and installation fittings that are available. But, until
now, choosing a radar-based level instrument could be a
laborious, time consuming and stressful task, matching these
process details to myriad radar frequencies, model numbers,
part numbers and options on offer. 

Now this selection process is being simplified by VEGA. With
its new VEGAPULS 6X: one device for all and a new selection
and ordering method that is customer-application focused.
Just enter the process and mechanical information and it
enables complete, correct configuration and even pre-

calibration of the specific
sensor required - for any
application, whether for
liquids or bulk solids. 

“Ultimately, it’s not the
sensor that counts, but what
the users can achieve with it
in their individual processes,”
says Florian Burgert, who, as
a product manager, has been
closely involved in product
development from the very
beginning. “Just knowing that
they’ve chosen the best
possible measurement

solution and that they’ll reach their goal faster with it, makes
a big difference in their everyday operations.”

Over 1 million radar instruments in use worldwide. The
success story of today’s world market leader in radar level
measurement began 30 years ago. In the meantime, VEGA’s
sensors have optimized millions of industrial processes. The
story includes milestones such as the world’s first two-wire
radar instrument, the first dedicated bulk-solids radar and a
world-leading 80-GHz non-contact radar for solids level
measurement, which revolutionised radar level sensor
performance for customers. Behind these successes are the
many people who share a common passion: “At VEGA we
don’t do a hundred different things, we concentrate on what
we do best: Radar.”, says product manager Jürgen Skowaisa,
speaking for all of them.

All-round protection

The new VEGAPULS 6X offers the best that is technically
feasible today: a self-diagnosis system that immediately
detects damage or interference, that ensures significantly
high availability and safety, it also has new radar-chip
technology, with expanded application possibilities, better
than ever performance and simpler operation. 

The radar features SIL certification, and compliance with the
latest cyber-security standard IEC 62443-4-2, which meets the
strict requirements for secure communication and access
control.

The value lies in making it easier for users to select their
device and monitor their industrial processes. The ultimate
purpose of VEGAPULS 6X is just that - maximum
simplification - one sensor that can handle virtually any
application. 

In the future, the customer will no longer have to worry
about the technology, model numbers, frequency or
instrument version. In many cases, all application-specific
settings can be made in VEGAPULS 6X before it leaves the
factory, so it’s just left for the user to install, connect, done: It
doesn’t get any simpler.

More information available at www.vega.com/radar 

6X: VEGA’s simple formula for
bulk level indication
A new era in bulk solids level sensing with VEGAPULS6X non-contact
radar sensors…

The new radar level sensor VEGAPULS 6X is the result of 30 years of
experience and over 1 million sensors in use worldwide.

With VEGAPULS 6X, VEGA has turned the traditional way of choosing an
instrument inside out: There is now only one radar sensor – suitable for all
applications.
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